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Supporting beams torn from sides of bridge Backhoe hit the bridge but stayed with truck 
.. R IP8 0 UT 8 UPPOR TS 
Zqu ent s'ta 'm " to br idge 
By GREG MIDDLETON kflometres south of beams on the bridge at Sand); Middieton, the was going 'to flip 
Herald Staff WHter about 6 p.m. Friday. The 
bridge was closed for 
nearly 24 hours as high- 
ways  depar tment  
maintenance crews had 
to cut away the twisted 
steel girders. 
driver of the truck, owned over,"Middieton said, 
by Dragon Lake "It happened so fast I 
Equipment, was hauling din't have time to think 
the Hitachi backhoe hack about it." 
from Granite Creek when Middleton said he was 
the accident happened, going about 40 miles an 
"I thought the truck hour a t  the time and 
Dan Doyle, the 
deparl~n~t of highways 
engineer for the Terrace 
region described amage 
to the Williams Creek 
bridge,, about 19 
Terrace on Highway 25 
was the most serious he's 
ever seen involving a 
bridge and a vehicle. 
The boom of a backhoe 
riding on a flathed truck 
tore out the overhead 
t 
Middleton said at the Iridge. He said the 
scene Friday, while a backhoe started to come 
welder .worked on the "~f the ,truck as he came. 
backhoe so it could be ~f the bridge and that he 
didn't think there might 
he a problem getting 
under the bridge as he 
had hauled the same 
piece o[ equipment down reloaded on the flatbed. 
on the Tuesday before. Middleton said the Cont'd 
'~rhe Wuck was all over hoom must have bounced page 3 
the road like a pretzel," t~ as he cam~ onto the 
This motorcyc le  accident Sunday was among things keeping pol ice busy. ~,o ~ Or,. ~,.,,= 
Union accepts deal 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Members of the B.C. 
Government Employee~ 
Union have voted by\ 
nearly 76 per cent in favor of 
a three-year agreement 
giving them wage increases 
of almost 30 per cent over 
life of the contract. 
Union secretary John 
Fryer sa idSunday  the 
agreement was a fair one in 
view• of the bargaining 
climate this year, not as 
good as some contracts, but 
better than others. 
He said the only thing that 
mattered was that more than 
three-quarters ofthe union's 
more than 30,000 members 
were happy with the pact. 
Earlier Sunday, 362 
computer operators -- 
members of the union em- 
ployed by the Crown owned 
B.C. Systems Corp. served 
72-hour strike notice, 
Fryer said the systems 
. . . ,  "atiom appears un- 
willing to go along with the 
pattern of agreemenm nno 
that strike action will be 
taken at 12:01 a.m. PDT 
Wednesday unless there Is a 
break in the dispute. 
The master contract ap- 
proved by union members in
weekend_tmliotlng provides 
for eight-v~cent com- 
/ - 
pounded wage increases- Other benefits include: 
each~carforthrseysarsfor vacation, subsidies for:  
a total i~crense of 29.7 per isolated Workers, Improved i 
cent. .. vacation benefits generally :i
and higher shift premiums i: 
• .This means that the base and meal allowances. 
rate for a'Tfimt-level office Fryer said the talks broke , 
assistant will rise from $863 down at 6:30 p.m. Saturday 
a. month now to $1,099 a and the union served strike 
month by Aug. l, 1901. mtice. 
( anada s losses 
in the million 
By PAT HRUSHOWY 
EDMONTON (CP) --  
Canada qculd l~e about 8465 
million year" unleasthe 
federal government rains 
its natural gas export price 
to match the price Mexico 
has Just negotiated in an 
agreement with the United 
States. 
Augustine Barrios Gomez, 
Mexican ambassador to 
Canada, said in an interview 
Sunday the $3.285 a thousand 
cubic foot obtained by the 
Mexicans is "good ex- 
perience for Canadians" to 
follow in setting a price for 
natural gas sold to the U.S. 
The current export price 
for Canadian atural gas Is 
S2.80 a thousand cubic feet, 
which is set by the federal 
government hrough the 
National Energy Board. 
There are no immediate 
plans to revise the export 
price which was Just in- 
creased to its present level at 
the beginning ¢/August. 
Under current export era. 
tracts Canada is selling 
about one tllllon cubic feet ot 
natural gas to the U.S. each 
year, of which 85 per cent 
comes from Alberta and tlm 
balance from British 
Cohimbla. 
The 46,S-cent difference 
between the Canadian and 
Mexican export prices 
means Canada would he 
underselling its natural gas 
by about S465 million a year. 
Terrace 
woman 
stabbed 
A Img-slanding dispute 
erupted into vl~once here 
Sunday evening, leaving one 
Terrace woman in hospital 
after being kicked and 
stabbed. 
The athaek which resulted 
in a d~-wldo search by 
police for the assailants, aw 
RCMP arrest at least one 
portion, 
Police would releaie no 
details at pra8 time 
| I 
FIRE 
Terrace RCMP say a 
forest fire is burning 
about two miles east o[ 
Legate Creek on Highway 
18. 
The fire, wldeh police 
reported to forestry, 
invdvm about wo acres. 
Police discovered the 
fire while on the way to 
attend an accident near 
Kltwanga. 
No details of the ac- 
cident or further details 
on the extent of the forest 
fire were available 
i 
Old hospital showing its age 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Shaft WHter 
The Kitlmat General Hospital is showing its age 
says hospital administrator Jack Green, so a team of 
Iro~incial governement consultants will be coming to 
Kitimat in the near future to recommend ways to 
improve the institution's efficiency. 
"The hesDital was built 20 years see and i,'q ,m, o, 
. , - -  o . ~ . .vu  u .~ 
efflclent as'it used to be ' e " ' , xphined Green. We re 
expecUng a team of consultants o look at the heating, 
air circulation, and insulation systems in the 
building." " 
The huspitai s oversized which Green says results 
in extra wasted expense. Green is hoping the 
government will pump new funds in to modernize the 
building. He says money would be saved in the long 
run .  
st Another problem is the hospital's, size. The in. 
itution was orignally designed to serve a community 
of 35 thousand people. So a lot of space is simply left 
unused. "We've got rooms we don't use, and rooms 
that were never finished," he said. 
The hospital administrator isanxious to make use of 
the available space. 
"What we're looking for is some suggestions on how 
we can use that space to provide better services to the. 
community,' 'Green said. 
Presently some of the area is used by the child 
Development Centre, and Skeena Health/Unit. Them 
bad been talk of a rehabilitation c~tre,  but Or~en 
rays there isn't sufficient demand for such a facility 
here to justify it. 
Other possible uses could include an alcohol 
detoxificatlon centre. Green Is interested ifi using the 
~ace for any worthwhile ffojeet involving thedi'cal or 
mental health. . 
.-f 
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Little hope seen for ZimbabweMu rewaemou.od-" "': [hisbi NEWS BRIEFS 
By MAUREEN JOHNSON agreement o drop the swrn enemy would have to new constitution. The Rhodeslan government and 
LONDON (AP)  - -  As the guarantee of white decide who will run a now ~uerrillexopp~ethepreennt have " been maintained 
Zimbabwe PJu)deda pence • perllamont~ry seato is an government and control the. constitution on llreunda it a~lust he government 1..~ 
~'___"u_enterthelrthlrdweek, Impertantconcessionbuttho country'larmedforcss. • allows the white minority byMuzogewa, theoountrys 
BdUsh sources ~ ld  little talks are still a long way Same Britkh sources ay control of the country, first black prime mthlster." 
for total success in from the stated aim of an- they rate as low as 20 per Britain's government is The Patriotic Front 
settUnRlasuooth~thavelefl dla~the~venyexr-old.war cent the chances of an likely to be under un- ~uerrillaalllaneein~istson.a 
the country ravaged by war, and leading the rebel co, any overall settlement, pa~cedented Wensure at its new transition ao- 
d iv idedby politics and to reco~n/zed independence. Muzorowa's aMe~nent annual party coNFess next ministrationanda new army 
wsakenodbyeconomicsanc- Before the fl~htlag stops, Friday at the British- month to end trade era- with the guerrillas at the 
signs." the current hi.racist ad- sponsored talks improves b~r~ons that were imposed co~. 
Prime Minister Abel min~tratiun and the black Londun's chances of having on the previous white In carefully vque terms, 
Muzorewa's conditional guerrill~ alliance that is i t s  the guerrillas talk about a 
Carcinogen in beer 
0Jetrlot of Terraoe WASHINGTON' (AP) -  A beer Contain mlcruscopic 
Fond . and Drug Ad- braces of nltroanmines, .the 
ministration study has :chemical known to cause 
confirmed that 28 brands 'of conger in animals, the 
agoncy said Saturday, 
Of 30 been teated, 17 
. dcmsstio . . .  im od q.,IX-U OJUULq:; been were found to  have 
to cheek *"  range up to seven parts per 
TORONTO - -  Federal blllinn, the FDA study said. 
Health Minister David ' The study did not detect any 
Crcmble says he will in-nltrooandnea in two been- -  
ve~te  findi np  by U.S. Coors and Ouinneu Stout. 
authorlt i~ reo~rdlng a It was first reported in 
canee~.auelngagantbabenr. Ge many last year that 
some beer contained 
The U.S. Food and Drug nltrocaminss. The National 
Administration releued on 
FrtdayalktofU.S. ~omcatte Science Founcktionuld ast 
and imported beers con- month the study it sponsored 
taindn& the euncer-cauaing found the chemical in beer 
agent, or carcinogen, and' some brands of Scotch 
dimethyl-nitroanmines, whiskey.. .~ 
The list contained tho WLS-TV. in Chicago 
names of Canadian-made re~d Tuesday that an 
Molson'o Golden and independent study it con- 
Molson'aExport. Othorbrne ductod showed average 
te  Canadian beer are ~.  nltrmambae leveb in tlw 
ANIIOAL TAX SALE IIOTIOE 
Pursuant to section 395 of the Municipal Act, on the first day of October 1979 at the 
Council Chambers of the District of Terrace, and the hour of ten o'clock In the 
forenoon, there shall be dfere dfor sale by public ~ctlan each and every parcel of 
reel property Including Improvements, upon which any of the taxes are delinquent. 
The foflowlng propertles have delinquent taxes as of September 7, 1979: 
FOLIO LEGAL DESCRIPTION STREET ADDRESS 
109.000 2002 Keef~r Street 
216.000 ~08 Sparks Street 
1007.000 4610 Grelg Avenue 
1088.000 4612 Grslg Avenue 
1111.000 ~13 Kalum Sh'aet 
1168.000 4720 Homer Avenue 
1351.000 4703 Loan Avenue 
1520,000 4742 Lal~else Avenue 
1660.000 ~44 Tuck Avenue 
3009,000 
3545,000 
35do.000 
3549.000 
3550.000 
3551.000 
3552,000 
3553,000 
3554.000 
3555.000 
355~.000 
3557.000 
3~S8.000 
3559,000 
3550.000 
3561.000 
3552.000 
3553.000 
3554.0OO 
3565,000 
3566.000 
3557.000 
3568,000 
3569.000 
3570.000 
3571,000 
3572.000 
3573.000 
3575.000 
3576,000 
3577.000 
533L000 
5318.000 
5343.000 
5362.000 
5363.000 
5404.000 
5453,0(]0 
5455.000 
~020.000 
6140,000 
6183,000 
6190,000 
43d3.000 
Lot7 Blk 10 DL 360 Plan 3199 RSC.D. 
LOt 2 of Lot 6 & 7 Ptan 3053 Blk 5 
DL 360 Plan 4359 R5 C.D. 
Lot 21 BIk6 DL 361 Plan 972 RS C.D. 
Lot 22 BIk 6 DL 361 Plan 972 R$ C.D. 
Lot 2 of Blk A DL 351 Plan 125S RS C.D. 
Lot 10 BIk 3 DL 361 Plan 3203 RSC.D. 
Lot 11 DL 361 Plan 3473 RS C.D. 
Lot 3 Pd. A Explen. Plan 4166 Blk 12 
DL. 361 Plan 1117 R5 C,D. 
Lot B of Lot 15 of St/= Blk I DL361 
Ran 59e9 RS C.D. 
Lot 2 DL 352 Plan 7321 R5 C.D. 
Lot 10 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 21 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 22 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 23 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 24 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 25 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 26 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 27 DL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.D. 
Lot 28 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 29 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 30 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 3.1,: OL.3d3 Plan. ~J0 R$ C.O. 
Lot 32 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 33 DL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.O. 
Lot 34 DL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.D. 
Lot 35 DL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.D. 
Lot 36 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C,D. 
Lot 37 DL 363 Plan 7930 RS C.D. 
Lot 38 DL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.D. 
Lot 39 DL 363 Plan 1930 R5 C.D. 
Lot dO DL 363 Plan 7rJo R5 C.D. 
Lot 41 eL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.D. 
Lot 42 eL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.O. 
Lot 43 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 
Lot 44 Ol 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D, 
Lot 45 DL 363 Plan 79~0 R$ C.D. 
Lot 46 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C,D. 
Lot dO DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.O. 
Lot 49 DL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.D. 
Lot 50 DL 363 Plan 7930 R$ C.D. 
Lot 4 DL 368 Plan 3034 RS C.D, 
Pc.A.O.O. &IW5.1. of Lots1 to3 
81k 4 DL 359 Plan 972 R5 C.D, 
Lots I &2 Blk6 DL369 Plan 972 
R~ C.D. 
Lots 28& 29 PJk6 DL359 Plan W2 
RS C.D. 
Lot 30 BIk 6 DL 359 Plan 972 R5 C.D. 
Lot 15 BIk 9 DL 359 Plan 972 R5 C.D. 
BIk 3 DL 359 Plea 3047 R5 C.D. 
BIk 5 ExmlM Part Suh, by Plan 4171 
Ran 3047 DL 369 R5 C.D, 
Lot 3 BIk 2 eL 611 Plan 1992 R5 C.D. 
Lot 1 BIk 2 DL 611 Plan 31M RS C. D. 
Lot 4 BLk 4 DL611 Plan 31M ItS C.O. 
W~,~ Lot 6 BIk S DL 611 Plan 31M RS C.D. 
Lot 2 of Lot 2 BIk 3 D1 611 Plan 31S4 
I~ C,D. 
Lot 6 Blk 32 DL 977 Plan 4311 RSC.D. 
4733 Welsh Avenue 
5308 Mountain Vista 
kns ay 
M44 Mountaln Vlsta 
5242 Mountain Vista 
5240 Mountain Vista ' 
M38 Mountain Vista 
81236 Mountain Vista 
5234 Mountain Vista 
M32 Mountain Vista 
~30 Mountain Vista 
8228 Mountain ;V!sta 
8~!6 Mountain Vlsla 
5224 Mountain Vista 
8~2 Mountain Vista 
$~0 Mountaln Vlsta 
'n18 Mountoln Vlsto 
5215 Mountain Vista 
M21 Mountain Vista 
M27 Mountain Vista 
5233 Mountain Vista 
5241 Mountain Vista 
~DOS Mountain Vista 
5309 Mountain Vista 
531S Mountain Vista 
5321 Mountain Vista 
,~S Mountain Vista 
~ZI9 Mounteln Vlsta 
~39 Mounteln Vlsta 
5343 Mountoln Vlsta 
3405 Floyd Street 
4)26 Lakelse Avenue 
44S9 Lazelio Aveflue 
4653 Lazelle Avenua 
3230 Katum S~eot 
3232 Kalum Sheet 
4431 Lakes  Avmue 
424 Little Avenue 
4506 Little Avenue 
Mll  Kelth Avenue 
5003 MeDaek Avenue 
4~11 MeDeek Avenue 
S0~4 MeDeek Avenue 
4729 MeDaek Avenue 
4Pl0 Hslllwell Avenue 
EV~ Blk I1DI979&9S0 Plan 1097 R5 C.D. 5321 Helllwell Avenue 
• am N Portion of DL 17~.See D.D. 1135.1. 3101 Kglum Lake Drive 
RS C.D. 
BIk A DL 57d0 Plan 1261 R5 C,D. 3110 Kelum Street 
Uccupant of Bay 13, Terrace Trallw Park ' No.13.462S Graham Avenue 
parted to the U.S. but no teat beer it had tested were. 15 
results on them were in- times the level of 
eluded, nitro~minss in two slices of 
"We'l l  certainly follow up I~con. 
any infommtlon we get from " Chester Gardner, a 
the FDA," Crombie said spokesman for the U,S. 
u~,  ~Sat~daY'. B." Morrlson, Brewers Assoelafl0n, said 
mintunt deputy minister in industry tests have brought 
charge of the Canadian changes'in the beermaking 
process and some reductions 
health protection branch, in the amount of nit- 
said tests ca Canadian beers 
by the brewing indtmtry rosamimm. 
show the average level of Nltrceamines are formed 
nltrmsmines has dropped to when the chemlca! nitrite, 
.9~ parts per billion from 2.25 whichis present in numerous 
parts per billion two yenr~ foods, combines with 
ago. amines. 
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racial de lept ion 's  ac- 
ceptunce of the "general 
principles" of Britain's 
constitutional draft. The sole 
dissenter was white former 
wime minister inn Smith, 
new a government delegate. 
It was Smith, ie~dar of the 
colonial government, who 
broke unilaterally with 
Britain in 1965 in an attempt 
to stave off blackmaJerity 
rule. Smith had fought hard 
to set the white veto powers 
in the conetitutinn he worked 
out in last'year's "internal 
settlement" with moderate 
black leaders. 
Muzorswa was dear about 
demunding an immediate 
end to the trade embargoes 
endorsed by the United 
Nations, But his qualifying 
statement was cloudy, 
"This acceptance ia 
subject o the satisfactory 
working out of the many 
dctaik concerned with these 
propnsalo and the sub- 
sequent steps that will then 
have to be taken," he said, 
British officials hope it 
means Muzerewa - -  earlier 
said he was only to dl~tun a
new constitution - -  would 
take part in debate on a 
transition administration 
• and preparations for elec- 
ti0na, 
The Brltkh draft allows 
whites 20 per cent of parlia- 
mentary seals. Their pr~ent 
quota, 28 per cant, allows 
whites to block constitutional 
cinu~e for as long as a 
decade. The draft also would 
cost whites their control of 
top military, civil and 
Judicial posts. 
Guerrilla ,leaders Robert 
Mupbe and Joshua Nkomo 
have shown signs of 
wilUqlmss to negotiate for a 
new constitution. 
SAVE ON WATE'a miLS 
To save on hot.water bills, 
fill a pain --  or the other half 
of a double sink --  with rinse 
water instead of letting the 
tap run. 
§ p,m. to midnight 
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News 
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'Fear Is 
the Key, 
CHICOUTIMI, Qua, (CP) 
- -  Concerned about the 
shape of Patti quebecols 
finances, deleptno to the 
party's national council met 
behind cloud doors Sunday_ 
to discuss hudgeta and 
organization for the 
referendum on- Quebec 
oovere/anty. 
tertzed us for so long" . 
• There is ho ca~ tot 
alarm, the study adds, but 
lz|dgetlng for next lprtnl'a 
~ere.ndum campaign wilj 
nave to be tight since the 
. ca , I  . " " - - -  v and no commitu~q 
sovereignty-asoolation 
are each.limited by law m 
spending a~maximum of 50 
cents_per voter --  Just over 
"We will have to tlffh(en ~ million~ 
our belts several notches," Ti~ la less than the PQ 
says a study_ prepared by the spent in the 1976 provincial 
party's referendum com- election Ompaign, whl.ch 
mitten. "Above all, we will lasted 28 days, By law, me 
have to return to the ..tMerendum cam.paip must 
volunteer work that charae- ~e~Ip'at least 35 days, .
No change for Socreds 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  The f l~t  time to change." 
Alberta Social Credit party 
has dcelded not to change lts Speaker, member for 
name or consider a merger Little Bow, said that despite 
with the Alberta Liberal the feeling among some 
party "tot" the time beb~," ,)arty members that Clark 
nsyl M/A Ray Speaker. ,Jhould step down,, most 
The party will also retain members want him to 
BobClaraailsle~dcr espite e~tinue as leader "for the 
the party's fa l l l~ political time being." • : " 
fortunes, Speaker said in an The long Secbd Credit 
interview, reign in the province wok 
"The general fecli~ is th- ended in 1971 by Peter 
at Social Credit's got a long Looi~heed's Prowenaive 
I/story that's creditable. The Conservatives, who now hold 
mine in known. The feed- 74 of the legislature's 711 
back we've had in it's not the seato. 
Quebec gets new Tory 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  Social Clark brought Janelle to a 
Credit MP Richard Jenelle 
abandoned his party Sunday 
to Join the Pro~nslve Con- 
servatives' tiny Quebec 
conUngont. 
Janelle, 31, member for 
the Eastern Townships 
riding of Lothlniere, said ha 
was dissatisfied with Snorsd 
leader Fabien Roy and was 
impressed by what ha called 
Clark's flexibility towards 
Quebec. 
"The Progressive Con- 
servatlw party is the most caucus." 
open to the problems of Jandle~flrst entered the 
French Canada," he tdd  c~nmons'afte~ ' winnlng an 
reporters. October, 1976, byelection. He 
was once touted as a 
t~etentlal replacemont for 
late Snared leader Andre 
Fordn, who held Lath/care 
for nine years until his death 
in a 1977 automobile ac. 
ddent. 
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news conference opening 
three days of cabinet 
meetings, held in the Quebec 
capital in preparationfor the 
opening of Parliament Oct. 
9. 
"Mr. Janelle has the 
benefit of long experience in
poliUcal Ills," mark said, 
"With his knowledge and Ida 
experience in his own region 
and all of the province, Mr. 
Janelle is a welcome and 
valuable addition to our 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  More 
than sixty per cent of tax 
payers will not benefit from 
the Progressive Con. 
servative's mortgage in. 
terser program, says the for. 
mer dmirmen of the federal 
anti-inflation board. 
"I don't think it is a good 
policy," Harold Ranouf said 
on the CTV program 
.Question Period broadcast 
Sunday.' : 
Finance Minister Jo.l~, 
Cruble announced Monday 
taxcredit  programs for 
mortgage interest ahd 
Woperty taxes wldch will 
allow home Owners 
maximum credit of t~75 this 
year and up to $1,500 a year 
in 1502. 
Renouf said out at 13.3 
million Canadians who 
reported their incomes in 
1976, about 7.5 million had 
incomes of less than ;10,000. 
"It's not likely tbet any of 
that group will have any me 
for mortgage interest 
deductibility unless it 
happens to be the wife of a 
person who in turn has a 
very hlgh income and the 
wife has a low income." 
Bottlenecks in grain trans, 
portaUon, lack of skilled 
workers ,  government  
policies and other structural 
Oblerna in the economy 
contributed toinflation. 
WANT TO 
HAVE A 
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BUILT? 
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Tory program 
debunked 
. ,Jk?ff,~F.. , 
': 1 
B.C. BRIEFS 
• VANCOUVER (CP) -- build a pipeline. 
Premier Bill Bennett sold The premier said Jim 
Saturday New Democratic Hewltt, provincial energy 
Party leader D|ive Barrett minister, has been 
Lmtsled the public about ucgotiatin~ for higher export 
Jk'ltl~. Columbia's export lidces for months. He enid 
~ prices durl~the ~e~ the next few years, 
May l0 provincial election l.C.'~ export price to the 
campelgn. U,& will increase to ~ from 
Bennett said Barrett was ~.80porthousandcublcfect. 
talking nocsonse in com. However, Bennett warned 
pur l~ the price Mexico th t t  'export volumes 
ch~nd the United States lx~ ly  will drop when 
with Canada's natural gas hi~er pH.ces are inntituted, 
resulting In a~|ess ot revenue export rates becpusa Mexico 
is not .hippin~ gss to the U,S, for a short time. He said he 
The premior said the two expects volumes will in. 
countrieshaveJustsig~Klan crease in time, b r in~ in 
Internatlonel natural ~an more revenue for the 
deal but Mexico has yet to province, 
Computor  ops  to  s t r i ke  
VICTORIA (CP) -- More 
than 3oo computer operators 
employed by the B.C. 
government served strike 
notice during the weekend as 
talks cnnflnued inan attempt 
to avert a walkout hat could 
c~ne as early as ml&wcek. 
The computer operators, 
employed by B,C, Systems 
Corp. and represented by the 
B.C. Government Em- 
ployees Union, served 72- 
hour strike notice and will be 
in a legal position to walk ~t  
early Wednesday. 
Talks continued during the 
weekend under a severn- 
meat mediator in what the 
union termed a hut-ditch 
attempt to avert a strike. 
The 362 computer 
.operators earlier voted by 
more than 92 per cent in 
favor of strike action. 
Fish budget increasing 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Members of the Salmon 
Enhancement Board say 
they will ask the federal 
government to approve a 
record budget for 1979-00 to 
allow them to continue 
EQUIPMENT 
d idn ' t  stop until he "there's no problem 
completely over the with the concrete abut- 
brings because he was ments, the foundation, of 
concerned about the the bridge," Vickera said 
bridge cullapsing, after his inspection. 
"You don't stop "There is some wing wall 
sumethlng like that in a and ~ .fence damage, 
matter of yards," Mid- tho~h,"  
di~ton said of the rig. 
He sa id  the truck 
weighs about 67 tons and 
the backhoe is another 25 
tons. There was llflle 
damage apparent to 
either vehicle but the 
~'ound was covered in 
hydraulic fluid. 
• VIc Vlekers, the bridge 
inspection engincer •for 
the province, said 
Saturday that nine out of 
1o of the Vert/cle com- 
pression posts, the 
supporting memben for 
the overhead beams on 
the bridge, and all the 
sway bracing and portal 
bracing across the top of 
the bridge would have to 
be replaced. 
Vickers said the bridge 
is safe for light vehicles 
but he is concerned about 
what would happen ff any 
heavy ioads were taken 
across the structure. 
Sunday Doyle said the 
highways department is 
resh'Ictlng the bridge to 
five-tone loads. He said a 
highways department 
worker would be 
stationed at the bridge to 
see the l imit is obeyed. 
The bridge, said Doyle, 
will take about a month to 
completely repair. 
"We've already started 
to order some of 
pieces for the 
Transfer has problems 
KA OOPS, We. (ce) -
Rare Matr, Brflish Colum- 
bia's environment mlnl~tor, 
said Saturday there are 
enormous environmental 
problems tlkt must be 
connldernd before Ottawa 
~'ausfers its control of off- 
sevenysar p ogram in terms shore oil and mineral 
of our expenditure," he said resources to the province. 
at a news conference Fddey. Prime Minister Clark told 
The money comes from a Premier Bill Bennett Friday 
total 1150 million of federel night that Ottawa intends to 
money allotted to the project pass Jurisdiction to B,C, as It 
for seven years from 1977. has promised Newfoundland 
problems exploiting offshore 
r~ourcee. 
He said a number ~.' en- 
vtronmentsi studies will. 
have to be conducted before 
an extraction of valuable 
underwater minerals are 
extracted, 
The federal government 
imposed amoratorium on oil 
exploration in 197= for en. 
virenmenial reasons which 
would have robe  lifted 
before any drilling programs 
were conducted. 
The Hera Id, Monday, September :M, 19~, PMle $ 
br ldge , "Doy le  said. 
"Many st the parts are 
standard pieces but one 
I/ece at least will have to 
be fabricated." 
Doyle said the logistics 
¢~ putting the pieces buck 
• into an already existing 
strncture required more ways depertment claims 
care than if they were officer would be looking 
building it from the into the accident and they 
hegining, would probably be 
As for the damage to making a claim against 
the brldge,Doylecouldn't the trucker's insurance. 
give any estimate of the Middleton blamed the 
cost. He did say a high. accident on a bump he 
SANDY MIDDLETON..blames bump 
f roD i  O/~e 
mid is on the approach to 
the bridge. He said that 
with the sprin~ in the 
radial tires on the truck 
and the bounce in the bed .~ 
of the h'unk it was enough: 
to lift the boom up high 
enough to hit the beams. 
MOTOR HOTEL 
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS 
While Dining with a Friend 
MONDAY thru SATURDAY 
Select from Steak. 
Seafood. Prime Rib 
and many additional selections. 
Please present coupon 
beforo ordering 
~,~e coupon per 
dining couple 
Excellent Service 
Ras~'vetlons ~1-8141 
Valid until Se~. 29 
Then relax and enloy 
WALLY KHADIKIN 
In 
LOUNGE 
4620 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE 
pro~ectodesignedtoincreane Th  provincial government and Nova' Scotia earlier. 
stocks of salmonand sag.run is also providing ~.5 million Clark noted a number of MEASURE CORN 
trout on the West Coast.. during the seven years, issues including the en- When making popcorn, 
Board chairman Don ~ Edgeworth, director of vironment would have to be measure out one part of 
Tansley would.not say how ~e oalm.ould enhancement considered. ' vegetable oil -- never use 
much was b~ng,re~iuested,~ l~.gram~for B,C., said the Matr, who is also B.C,'s butter beeause itwill burn -- 
but said it ~oul¢! I~ more ~ran i  in responsible so constitutional chairman, to three parts of popping 
thanthe~5m~. ~alIoca.t~d far., for,three ~Jor'  fish said in an interview in the eorn, The corn will pop up to 
zer 1978-79. ' " ' , " . ,  ~'tCheri~,. 24 fl.hways or interior city that he foresees about 30 times its unpopped 
' t~ ' r~ l i~Pe~y~~.  fl~h'la.dd~,a.nd~l!orUflcinl major  environmental  volume. C O F F E E  P E R C O L A T O R S  :I sp=whli~ chahnela. 
Prisoner makes break POLICE NEWS PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 20, was taken to hospital STOP USING THE PERCOLATOR for any purpose. 
'L~ ~) -- Police were esrlySundaysuffaringfrom . Some CORNiNG WARE~ percolators can be dangerous to use 
I~ lng  Sunday for a a scif-inflictnd wound to the " . • The complete metal top may separate from the white glass-ceramic pot 
p'~one= fcem me Prince arm. ...without warning. The handle may not necessarily appear loose 
George re~t=~al correctional He struck Ida guard in the Vandals took out anumber McAlibter, 24, and Mark • Percolators may beeither rangetop or electric 
,mnire who escaped from throat and, with one hand- of windows ou Kulmn Street Donald Gewley, 19; were 
hoopltal after i~lkinS a surf still attached to his right et about midnight Thursday. issued with notices to appear ' i f  you have a CORNING WARE ® percolator with a metal top (poudng 
fpmrd, wrist, ekoaped from the ~Police were caned to the incourta~theywerestopped . spout), plea.~ fill out and re'turn the'C0upon below. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
RCMP~saldWll l iam~ I~Its l .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~Pe.~Y,~0.q~e~e.w)~..h~rd~o~pollc~.dr~tsi~le..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., 
~r,~Y.l,i'i.~~;/~.'. ~ ~ .. ~ ......... ~,~;..,,., theglam'b~'~nga~dfouna the Terra~ Hotel . . . . .  .~ ..... ~ NOT RE~URN the'l~rcOlatetv, e~retail store~b~(30min'g6~l~,tn~. ;  ~..',c~ 
the plate gl~s at three Police also laid two mere 
Union  d i spute  in  cour t  =, in .es  broken, impaired ddvi~ charges 
The windows at the B,C. Saturday night and Sunday 
VANCOUVER (CP) --The 
British Columbia :sl~edrem~ 
Court has been 
uphold the trusteeship am- 
posed by a national union on 
a B,C. local sacking to 
loca l  te from it, 
Canadian Union of 
United Brewery, ~ylou~, 
Cereal, Soft '~ri'n"l~ a~d 
Distillery Workers Union 
seeks adeclaration that J.hn 
ldcNamon has been validly 
appcinted a trustee to take 
full charge of the affairs and 
aromas o~ Locel 3OO of the 
union. 
It al=o seeks an injunction 
compelling local officers to 
comply with McNnmee's 
directions, and restraining 
them from exercistnl their 
Ant i -met r i c  move seen  
rights and duties, or dealing Tel office, Elegance 
with the funds and assets of  Fashions and Kalum 
the local during the Electric were hecknn. Police 
trusteeship. say they are still in- 
Defendants in the action vestigating the matter, 
are the 1,100-member local The only other lmident 
and three officers, ~htm~dey was a report of a ,. ~:; L~'~  
Trustees.hip was imposed/ I fight in the lobby of the 
~dter tl~ Canadlan unien~a ~ :Terrace Ho~l[ but that was 
eeivnd a letter signed by apparently bf~en up before 
three of Local ~50's prinolpal police arrived there, 
officers saying the local Friday nlght saw police 
intended to disafffliate, anda ismdns 50 traffic tickets as 
letter from the Retail, they stopped rivers in the 
Wholesale and Department downtown area for a variety 
Store Union saying it would el offenses under the motor 
be willing to ehurter dis. ~hicle act. 
affiliating locak, Po"ce also say Edward 
Local 300 includes, era- Sullivan, Diedrich Fehr and 
ployees of the three major Thomas Clark, all of 
breweries in B,C. Terrace, are facing ira- 
paired driving charges as a 
nmult of police ehecks. 
Police also continued to 
keep clone tabs on the 
downtown ares and laid a 
number of charges, mmtly 
under the Liquor Control 
Act, Most of those arrested 
were plcked up in the 
formation to suuest that 
going strictly me.c-pricing 
inside the store was driving 
customers away," said 
Cooper. "They are very 
confused and they are gcing 
to stay home." 
Cooper said he was told 
three weeks ado his com- 
pany was breaking 
regulations, but no action 
was taken Whe~ihe refused to 
comply . . . . .  . '~: 
"We're not fighting the 
metric commission," Cooper 
said. "We endorse metric 
conversion, but we do have 
some reservatious, 
"Metr ic  converldon WaS 
mt mRpooed to hurt us, and 
,here it Wall burtinl us." 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) -- 
The second largest food 
chain in thl= southern In- 
terior city b dofying a 
federal metric commimdon 
order by continuing to 
display food prices in pounds 
andounces a well as metric 
wrights and measures. 
Kamlnops, along with 
Peterborouffh, Ont., and 
Sl~'bronke, que., wu one of 
three cities chosen by 
federal authorities for an 
expertmontsl tosting of the 
metric system for non- 
packaged goods. 
The rest of the ceuntzy will 
u~in convertin~ next year 
the Pce~rsanive Con. 
servatlve government 
changes the emtln~ plan, 
Gary Cooper, Cooper 
Market Ltd, prmldent end 
general manager, says it is 
his comlzny's policy to me 
both the imperial and metric 
systems in it= three stores. 
Under the federal rules 
which went into offnct kut" 
July 31, food stores =re 
allowed to me the dual. 
pricing . system In 
newspaper, radio and 
telavision ads but must show 
mfor  metric we~jhte 
Cooper said Saturduy the 
commission has been 
flexible In enforcing its 
deadlthes for the project, 
The company decided to 
stick with beth systems after 
complaints from regular 
customers from nearby 
oommunities who .hop in 
Kamlnopo. In.those cenires, 
such as Chase and Barrtere, 
prices are still shown in 
pounds and ounces. 
"We had enough In- 
Whale dies 
SEATTLE (AP) -- Dk- 
appo/hfed and saddened 
~leni~ts are studying 
themnainn of the 800. 
~und infant sperm whale 
oronce, who died Fri- 
day at the ~sttte 
unrium. 
r. Tag Gornall, 
eonsulti~ veterinaria n to 
the aquarium; said 
Saturday  that  
pethologists are studyinJ 
studyin~ mleroilldes and 
expect to know by mid. 
week why Florence 
beached haresff and the 
,,-use of death, 
He laid a "bowel 
disorder Interrupted 
the pasease of food, 
nausinS severe pain, That 
kind o~ activity In an air- 
Ixuthing mammal in 
water causes extreme 
iroblalno" 
AN URGENT MESSAGE TO 
OWNERS OF CORNING WARE 
BUT KEEP IT UNTIL you hear from Coming*. We will send you further 
information and a special offer. 
We regret any inconvenience; however, we are concerned for your safety. morning. Thomas Heber 
Clark and Barry Ernest Thank you for your co-operation. 
Brown willaRpear in court o 
face those charges. 'Please Allow at least eight weeks for our response to arrive. 
In addition to the crack- 
dawn on drinking in public in _ .~ l~ t~,d s m m m m m ~ m  . s~ thotd0wntownarea and the r m a m m a  , -  m m m m m m mm m m m mm m m 
impaired driving, POlice • Please Print 
inv ep~i..~i a hit and rp~ " .  ~11 LAST NAME ' If you have more than one 
WaU~e~treet a  aheut~p.i~t, j . . . . . .  INITIALS pot, please use a separate li 
Police esya Juvonilewas" I t t l l  l l l l l  I I   1"1111 I-[-r-I coupon I 
picked up as a result of the II . . . . . .  
complaint. Charges o re .  A DDRESS APT. Please list model no. and/or 
po u s in the incident in S l l  I I I  I11 I t l  I I I I I  I [11111111 cup capacilyshownonthe i 
wkich a parked truck was hit • , side or bottom of white bowl , 
by a vehicle w.hich loft the • CITY 
I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I LI I I I I I I Sunday was a quieter day _ del 
for police with, however, i POSTAL CODE (AREA) PHONE NUMBER • 
mveral m°t°r vehicle oc'• FT -F ' ]  F-F-r - ]  F r~ ~-T~- [  [ , . [  / / /~ /  Cup i 
ddente including the one • Lapacity 
involving the motorcycle on • m 
the front POse of today's • PLEASE RETURN COUPON TO: I ~ / No Mark!ngs 
i paper. In that accident Alan II CORNING CANADA INC. L~_ J /~/  please cnecK__  James We~, =4, of Graham " RO. BOX 2600, STATION 'A' 
Avnnue broke an ankle after II i 
his bike went off the ride o f "  TORONTO, ONTARIO M5W 2E7 
m ~ m  J abe hill. I -ms- - -  mmmmmmmmm,, , ,mm m m m m m m m m m m  
vacantly ofthe Terrece Hotel, .'. ~t .' 
Staves Radford, 19, wi l l  ....... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Colt 45i e liquor in a public place and a charge of. causing a 
disturbance by fighting. : . "~' "'~' ; 
on-b F= 
N I '  owt s e,et  fJ_.  
to carry hom  I 
the Colts. ! !: 
f 
fecm a charge of eausirg a 
ds{~hance by fightlnS in 
addition to a charge of being 
• minor In pesseesion of 
liquor. Both were Mopped by 
the police in the neigh. 
burhood of the Terrace. 
Ernle Griffin, 21, was 
checked by police behind the 
Terrace Hotel and as a result 
is focing a charge of being in 
possession el a narcotic, 
InariJusns, 
David Edwardann,!.7~ is 
facing a charge of assaulting 
a police offlmr and resisting 
arrest after an incident near 
the Terrace. William Bobyk, 
M, is facing a charge of 
chstructing a policeofficer 
after an incident, again 
outside the T~raes, 
On Saturday the poline 
were laying in wait for of- 
fenders in the same vicinity 
and apprehended Richard 
Wilson, 21, of Smithem wl~ 
now faces a charge of con. 
suming liquor in a public 
place. 
At about 10:30 p.m.a 13-. 
year-old Juvenile was 
• ebbed by police, The 
youngster was smoklng 
marlJnann and had s 
quantity of the drug in his 
possess/on, 
Two more Terrace 
vestdentL Robert Scott 
a 
Colt 45.Great tasting B.C, beet 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Editor's note: The following letter is being sent to 
those who did contribute to the recent fall fair here. 
We reprint it here because we feel that |eat  sending it 
out to thosewho were involved in even a small way is 
preaching to the converted. If you would like to tee the 
fall fair here continue it needs your support. 
Dear Exhibitor: 
On behalf of the Skeona 
Valley Fairs Association. I 
would like to thank you for 
participating in the Fall 
Fair. Your involvement in 
the fair helped to display the 
crafts, produce and animals 
of the area and helped to 
educate the public in this 
field. 
Unfortunately, the number 
of exhibits in the Hor- 
ticultural building were 
lower this year than in 
previous years. The 
vegetable ntries were down 
by almcet ~, the canning 
and baking entries wore 
down by 1-3 and the 
~ otography entries were wn by ½. Also the poultry 
entries were down by 2-8. 
The fair association 
members feel that this lack 
of interest and the low 
membership in the 
association combine to 
discourage usfrom holding a 
fair next year. We feel the 
fair is a fun family occasion 
.~.Q • 
are also invited to Join to 
help with the organization 
and planning of the 
children's section, pet show 
etc. 
We realize many people 
are involved in other ac- 
tivitins, however if the fair is 
important toyou, please give 
us some of your time and 
help to continue the fair and 
to make it a success, The 
decision whether or not to 
have a fair next year will be 
made within the next couple 
of meetings because the 
planning for it must start in 
the next few months, with changes in clothing 
The next regular meeting habits and spurts. Denims 
(the first Monday of every and Frencb haute-couture 
month) will be Monday, designs are increasingly 
OctcherlatS:00P.M., atthe replacing the kimono, and 
Thernhill Junior Secondary baseball and rugby football 
School in the library, are gaining devotees. 
If you and your family 
enjoyed the fair and want it But nowhere is this 
to continue, (as we do), naweat-isbest syndrome 
please show your support. If more pronounced than in 
substantial support in not food, especially fast food 
shown, the fair will provided by chicken, frencb 
definately be cancelled next fries and hamburger chains. 
I 
.•  o 
NEW FOOD 
.% 
Japan goes Western now 
By MUNEAK! MORTIA 
TOKYO (Reuter) - -  After 
centuries of eating 
traditional food such an raw 
fish and rice, the Japanese 
are developing an insatiable 
appetite for Western dishes. 
The development is in line 
and will be sorry to see it year. The small number of Moat main streets of Tokyo 
end. ,,-...~i ~, P~091e ' Who ,are now and other big cities have 
To he able to continue it, members will not undertake liberal sprinklings of these 
we need more mere- to hold the fair again unless chains along with 
hers(many hands make light 
work") to help and to offer 
ideas to encurage more 
exhibit entries. We need 
regular members to help 
organize and plan the time to 
help assemble the books, 
write tags, etc and to assist 
the Judges, set up the Hor- 
ticulture building, collect 
gate money, etc. on the fair 
weekend. Young teenagers 
this support can be found, res taurants  serv ing  
For more information anything from British mast 
,phene:Lena Chapplow-685- beef and Spanish Paella to 
5740, Sharon Ansems-635- French Bouillabaisse and 
4670, Thora Arnold-Smith-Turkish kebabs. 
635-4002 There are two main 
reasons for the trend. 
Yours truly, Western.style cooking is 
Ed Capplow, more acceptable to those 
President born after the war - -  more 
Skeena .Valley, Fairs than haHuf the country's 115 
Associatton/:~ ~ ~/:~:. ; : .. million people -- and the in. 
creasing number of people 
who travel overseas. 
Another factor is that 
families, following a mass 
migration to big cities in the 
1950s" and early 1963s at the 
start of Japan's economic 
boom, have become smaller. 
Families with two or three 
children find it financially 
possible to eat out, especially 
when the time and cost of 
preparing an elaborate meal 
at home is taken into 
a_cco~t... • . . . . . . .  
. These families,, which are 
becoming more and more 
'adventurous, also are 
fascinated by the uu- 
Japanese and often 
elaborate decor in Western 
restaurants and chain 
groups. 
Last year, restaurants and 
other eating pluces in Japan 
did business totalling the 
equivalent of $631billien, 
which outstripped total 
sales, including experts, of 
Japanese cars by about ~0 
billion. 
The high sales figure 
• reflects not only the 
popularity of eating out, but 
also the high cost of visiting 
restaurants in Japan. . .  ,:: 
COMMENT 
BY DON SCHAFFER 
• WHIrl,ASH, Mont. (CP) 
Whenwillwe learn? Whenwillwe ver learn? --  Perched near the 
It seems that as a ~roup, the human race is hell-bent Canadian border in 
on destroying itself, piece by piece if not at a single Montana, the Sweetgrass Hilk are a mystery to many 
crack. peop le . .  
The second bombing attack in a month occured Locates about' 150 
Wednesday in Jerusalem. At least one innocent kllometres southeast of 
shopper was killed and several others were critically 
injured in a terrorist attack which proved and ac- 
complishad nothing, except the hardening of the 
Israeli will to never negotiate with the PLO 
Such attacks are counter-productive. They gain no 
sympathy for the cause of the guerrillas, but rather 
only horrify and appall uninvolved parties. They do 
not weaken the attacked, wspecially when the at- 
tacked party is Israel, or, in the case of the Moant- 
batten assassination, the British. ' 
In such "activities," an abhorrent euPhemism, the 
ends are supposed to justify the means, but they do 
not. By carrying out terrorist murders and so-called 
"political executions, the PLO and the IRA forflet the 
justness of their caesea, and their causes were just. 
" But reasonable people do not Idll each o~er .  
Human beings who really care about each othor ao not 
randomly massacre ach other in marketplaces. Nor 
do they atomize harmless old men on pleasure cruises. 
Nor do they hire outsiders to spray other outsiders 
with inachine-aun bullets in airports, or slaughter 
athletes at sporting events, or hold children hostages 
on airplanes. 
we doomed to make the same mistakes we have 
always made, over and over again, until we finally 
annihilate ach other in an atomic Armageddon? We 
fancy ourselves reasonable people. Why can't we act 
like we ere? 
REMEMBER WHEN 
A meal for four at a 
• French restaurant with unly 
one bottle of wine usually 
costs upwards of ;200. One 
plate of beef starts at about 
Mushrooming growth of 
what the Japanese call the 
eating.out industry began 
nearly a decade.ago when 
America's Kentucky Fried 
Chicken and McDonald's 
hamburger chains set up 
their first shops among 
traditional Y.akiteri (grilled 
chicken and vegetables on 
sticks) and Sashlmi (raw 
fish) parlors. 
McDonald's now has 162 
shops with annual sales of 
$146 million. Kentucky Fried 
Chicken has 203 outlets and 
yearly sales of about MII rail. 
lion. 
But the two American 
chains are not at the top of 
the takeout league. The 
largest fast food group in 
Japan  is Nippon Shnkudd, 
which last ysar recorded 
sales of $194 mllllo~ 
Nippon Shokudo has .126 
restaurants, mostly at major 
railway stations, The second 
largest ' Japanese chain' In 
PLACE OF PEACE 
r 
I I 
terms of revenue is Knm 
Zushi, which sells iake-awoy 
Sushi --  a ball of rice with a 
slice of raw fish -- at about 
1,500 shops. 
Fast food was not entirely 
an American invention, 
uceording to Japanese 
caterers. 
Take-out Sushi was estab- 
lished before the advent in, 
Japan of the McDonalds- 
Kentucky Fried Chicken era. 
There also were chains of 
shops elling a so-called beef 
bowl-- a bowl of rice topped 
with beef cooked with sliced 
onion in soyabean sauce, 
cake (rice wine) and sugar. 
Immediately after the two 
American chains came to 
, . _  L 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa, -Ar t  Phillips, the smoothle 48-ye~-old 
former mayor of Vancouver md the new Libern, MP 
for Vancouver Centre, is a difficult man to discourage. 
He didn't expect to come out of the election, he 
shrugs, as the only Liberal west of Mardteba-and then 
only by a fingernail margin ~less than 100 votes. 
• But the Trudeau wipeout in the West has done little 
more to him personally than delay his plans which 
include becoming finance minister when .tl~e par.ty 
makes it back into power '%vbere it histoncalJy 
belongs,'~e says. 
While he's modest enongh to confess he has no firm 
feel on the timing of the Liberal comeback beyond a 
mushy guess-wish that "it could taioe us a couple of 
elctions, maybe five years," be lacks_no confidence in 
his credentials to handle Finance, ' t~asury t~oara, 
IndustryTrade and Commerce or any other economic 
portfolio. 
You can't be mayor of Vancouver without an in- 
stinct for financial management, and Art Phillips can 
odd to his qualifications for Finance Minister his 
founding of two sizeable investment and counsell/ng 
firms. 
Elections are mostly a matter of thning, he says, 
and the Liberals went into this last loser like punch- 
drunk finghters their ce~ordination shot. 
Had they gone a year earlier, in the Spring or even 
as late as the Fall of 1978 when '~frude~ was still hot 
and Joe Clark yet just a kid," things would have been 
different. 
"But we let the dock run out. We had spent too 
much, pushed too hard on hil in~alism,m adea  lot of 
bonehead ecisions and after 16 years the public was 
fired suddenly of Liberal rule. It was the wrong time 
and the public was in a hostile mood, ready, even to 
take a chance on Joe Clark." 
So now what? 
And how does Art Phillips figure to become Finance 
Minister. 
By rebuilding the party, with what he feels is  a 
strong personal following in Vancouver, all across 
B,C. 
Time and Joe Clark are on his side,~odlng what he 
admits is "public animosity'to the Liberals. 
Nobody yet, says Art Phillips, has repealed .the old 
political law that the governing p~ty  s~.ris losing the 
it wins power. 
day took the Liberals 16 yep.rs ".to do it. 
But he figures the still disorganized Conservatives 
can accomplish it a lot faster:'.';, ~.,~,~' !,- 
He feels that the Conservatives have misread the 
election signals, 
Like the Liberals and New Democrats they knew the 
voters were swinging right-but not as far right as the 
Tories seem to be taking them. 
This Tory swing to the right has"opened some room 
in the middle," he says," and that's where we come in. 
"Right down the middle of the road between the 
Conservatives and the New Democrats, as the party nf 
Japan, the Yoshinoya chain the people. 
expanded its beef bowl "The party that has always led the way in social 
b~u~innss'f~iiz'11 S~l~ to~2~4 ' " J~sUce-leaders because we so r~ulaHy.have held the 
.oullets wit~ annual sales, oL,, 4~ower-but still the party of p/' l~te eh~rpri~',  Of the 
;82 million., small businessman, the majority party with room to 
Yoshinoya also has 
expanded into the United 
States and now has 11 shops 
in Los Angeles, Denver and 
other clties. 
The Japanese chain, which 
spare for minorities." 
Unlike a number of Liberals, Art Phillips is strong 
for Pierre Trudeau as leader. 
"We are not Conw.rvatives, we don't repudiate our 
leaders on the first setback." 
Marlene Stewart of defeated Joanne Gunderson 
bnthill, Ont., made a great two and one, adding the U~. 
comeback to win the US. title to theCanad ian  
women's o~ amateur golf women's open and closed 
title 23 years ago -- In crowns. She won the British 
1956-- at Indianapolis'. Four women's amateur the 
down after25 boles, Marlene previous eason. 
last year sold $1.5 million So now-or even next spring-is "the wrong time for 
worth of food in the United a leadership convention." 
States, plans to open about Fair  play and ~ Liberal tradition dictate that 
19o more shops in cities, . . . . . . .  ' ~ i ideau  be given a decent chance, time to settle in 
mclualng ~aq' F~n~s~o, . .  ~ b*~, , r0f  the O~,~m~" ~ " 
New York and H0~st~n. ' When the time comes for that convention, you get 
the feeling even now that a man with the drive of Art 
Phillips, having any kind of a western power base, 
amy want to be more than a member of the cabinet. 
The Sweetgrass mystery 
the Oldman River near the 
end of the lath century, saw 
the hiik in the distance and 
named them Three Paps. 
More attention was paid to 
the hills in the i870s when 
members of the boundary 
survey party explored the 
area. 
It was gold that brnught 
white men to the area  in 
numbers. Four men 
discngered gold in the fall of 
1884 and began further 
prospecilng~the n xt spring. 
As word Rot out, more gold 
association of the 
aupernaturel with the hills 
also was reflected in their 
use of nearby Writingun- 
Stone Provincial Park in Al- 
berta. 
White men first became 
aware of the hills around 
1800, The explorer La 
Verendrye named te hills 
'Lea Trois Butts although e 
never saw them and ooly 
learned of them from 
Indians. 
Peter Fiddler, a Hudson's 
Bay Co. trader who vislted 
The real oldies 
Lethbrldge, Alta., the hills 
de not lie along any major 
highways. Nor are there any 
parks or public campsites 
there. Aa a result, they 
generally are bypassed by 
casual travellers, 
It wasn't always so. The 
Sweetgrasa Hills, rising 
nearly 1,000 metres out of the 
surrounding plain, were once 
a popular gathering place for 
Indiana. 
Hugh- A. Dempsey, 
director of history for the 
Glenhew.Alherta Institute in 
Calgary, says the hills were 
almost neutral ground as 
Blackfoot, Blood, Pelgan, 
Kootenal, Pend d'Oreiile, 
Asslniboine, Crow and Sioux 
Indians frequented the area 
without major skirmishes. 
The area's history Is not 
without bloodshed, however. 
In the early 1860s, a group of 
Pend d'Oreilles was 
attacked by Crees and 
Assinibolnea, resulting in 45 
Pend d'Oreille casualties 
and the loss of 290 horses. 
In 1872, awhite wolf hunter 
and whisky trader named 
Thomas Hardwick came 
upon a group of Ansiniheinos 
camped near the hills. He 
and his cohor~ opened fire 
without warning, killing four 
Indians and wounding 10. 
"For decades this was the 
land of the Blackfoot," Dem- 
psey writes in Montana: The 
Magazine of Western 
History. "The hills were a 
refuge for war parties and 
medicine men seeking holy 
dreams." 
Demmey says the Indians' 
seekers arrived and began 
mining the middle butte, still 
known as Gold Butte. 
When the area was deter- 
m/nod to be purr of the 
Blackfoot reservation, the 
commissioner of Indian 
a/fairs ordered miners ~,  
but "troops ent in to carry 
out the eviction .apparently 
sided with the miners." 
Finally, around 1890, most 
of the gold had disappeared. 
So did gold fever. Mining 
was tried again in the 1930s 
but stopped after a couple of 
fruitless easons. 
Thd hills also offered 
refuge to, Northwest 
Mounted Police deserters 
TORONTO (CP) --  If the 
current trends in music 
aren't to your liking, then the 
news of a new shop's opening 
here may be music to your 
ears. 
An amazing assortment of
rare records, Victrolas, 
sheet music and other 
memorabilia -- dating from 
the turn of the century to the 
Elvis era -- is available at 
One More Time. 
The shop is John Black's 
solution for a 10-year-old 
record collection that got out 
of hand. Along the way, he' 
established a music marl 
order catalogue business, 
and finally realized that the 
value of his records had 
increased to $30,000 from 
tl,000. 
The store stocks several 
variations on the basic black 
vinyl, disc. There also are 
cylinder recordings, sur- 
vivors of the 'Z0s, which are 
played on crankup Edison 
machines. 
Llttte Wonders, shetian- 
coated five-inch discs which 
reel out ragtime at 78r.p.m., 
also are up for grabs. 
And. if you want somethin,, 
,even smaller, the Talking 
Book Collection offers three- 
inch storybook records 
which originally were used 
by blind 'children. 
The record assortment 
ranges from offbeat tunes to 
golden oldies. 
The Stuttering Klausman. 
is a real collector's item ~ a 
rare recording in ~ series' 
about hose infamous men in, 
white. 
P':re and .qimp|e neatalgla, 
like Bing Crosby's White 
Christmas and AI Joison's 
Mammy, also are w|thin. 
earshot. 
The Victrola selection is 
expanding rapidly and Black 
expects the store will have to 
grow to accommodate these 
"talking machineS." 
Music buffs will he in- 
terested in the extensive 
book department which 
carries both new music 
publications and those out of 
print. 
Trivia collectors will he 
able to choose from hun. 
dreds of pieces of original 
sheet music, including The 
Good Ship Lollipop and The 
Wizard of Oz. 
Ancient answers 
and four "skedaddlers" 
from the area, says Leth- 
bridge historian Jim 
Cousins. A shedaddler wan 
one who ran up debts and 
skipped out without paying. 
A few foundations, piles m 
rotting lumber and rusting 
debris till mark the former 
settlement of Gold Butte. Old 
mining machinery can still 
be seen. The town died in the 
1940s when the general store 
there closed. 
Elsie Demerest of 
By BARRY RENFREW 
ONA, W.Va. (AP) -- For 
years, Frank Baird's sharp 
gaze has studied the rolling 
hills and twisting valleys of 
Appalachia, searching for 
rare plants and herbs whose 
secrete and comforts have 
been sought across the 
centuries and around half 
the world. 
Baird is a herb and root 
buyer.,He gathers a crop 
that is harvested by people 
whose skill and knowledge of
the land was acquired from 
Indians and passed down 
through families that have 
.lived in - the  bills for 
generations. 
"We're back to the 
medicine doctor up hero," he 
says. 
Baird buys Kansas snake 
root, blue vervain herb, wild 
plum bark, queen of the 
meadow root, slippery elm 
bark, May apple root and a 
hundred other plants. 
Often, just one or two 
people know the secluded 
spots where the plan~ can he 
found 
The secret of his business 
has been finding where a 
~.ertain plant is priz~ and 
then finding someone who 
Whitinsh, a small hamlet can gather it. Black cohoeh 
hetween Gold Butte and Eeat root is shipped to west 
Butte, says she remembers Germany where it is used as 
the store in Gold Butte as a '  a cough syrup. Scullcap mot 
well.stocked place, is used to relieve stomach 
"The" store in Whitiash aches in the Caribbean; and 
only had groceries," she ginseng is taken by many in 
recalls. "The Gold Butte the Orient o revive flagging, 
Baird remembers growing 
up with herbal medicine and 
the remedies that many 
rural families, who often 
could afford nothing else; 
used to cure their ailments - -  
stomach aches, headaches 
and fevers. Sometimes the 
medicines were  taken 
simply to ease weary 
muscles after a long day. 
Many people still practise 
this traditional form of 
healing that predates the 
rise of modern medicine, he 
notes. 
His customers are not 
cranks, however. Indeed, his 
biggest clients are phar- 
muceatical companies who 
combine the wild flowers and 
herbs with drugs to cure 
countless ailments. 
The farmers and hunters 
who bring. Baird plants and 
roots spend years learning 
the skills ,of the herb- 
gatherer. Sbme of his 
gatherers are descendants of 
families who have roamed 
southern West Virginia for 
decades. 
And many of them gather 
ante to supplement the 
ngs they wrest from their 
hilly farms. 
"It's as hard as anything 
anyone's ever done," he 
says. 
A number of people who 
dropped out of society's 
mainstream and settled in 
Appalachia during the 1960s 
have brought fresh blood into 
the business. store had everything from 
groceries to dry goods to 
clothing. There was a nice 
town there. Besides the 
store, there was a seven-or 
ei~t-ronm hotel and three or 
four saloom." 
Darrel Krum,eounty agent 
in Shelby, says the hills 
today are a favorite spot for 
the area's snowmobilers 
and"we get a lot of 
Canadians coming down to 
eroea-colmtry ski." 
~asslons. 
I i 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers commeats. 
All letters to the editor of general public intmwt' 
.will be printed. We ~,  however, retain the right 
m refuse to print lettent ~n 8rounds (~ pamlble 
or trod taste. We ~ ~dao'edit lettem for' 
style and sength. All letters to be ~ idered  for 
publication must be qned 
• ....~:' ~,i.i' .'::: ~ " :: '  
Crowds :Ge lnerai 
. cheer, 
topple 
Bokassa 
BANGUI (AP) -- Jubilant 
crowds toppled a Sipntic 
statue of deposed Emperor 
Bokasoa I aa armed French 
soldlers guarded key ronda : 
in this capital of the Central 
African Republic on Sunday 
and wespon-lees local troops 
swept up debris from a 
lo~tlag binge that followed 
Bokassa's bloodies ouster, 
A happy throng swarmed 
up to army headquarters 
here and, as local ~'ecpe 
watched, hauled down the 
statue. 
Bokasea, who seized power 
in I~  from David Dscko 
and later anbinted h in~l /  
emperor, was toppled "late 
Thursday in a French- 
backed soup led by Dncko, 
Bokasea was in Libya at. 
tompth~ to obtain financing 
for his regime in exchange 
for granting "~bya military 
base in the n~dra  pert of 
his country. 
The ousted emperor later 
flew to Paris but failed to 
p in  asylum and was looking 
for refuge in another 
country. 
Between 40O and 500 
French soldlere were sent 
from neighboring countries 
at Dacko's request, osten- 
sibly "to meet threats to the 
people's afety." 
Bokasea ruled with an 
~ten arb/tary and'brutel 
hand and his 14 years in 
puw~ badly undercut the 
economy of this In. : 
poverished landlocked 
country. 
Recldants of the city said 
that after the coup was 
announced on state radio, 
crowds formed in a 
Yuoseinv-buflt ibosketball 
gymnasium : Bokasga had ; ' 
made into an imperial 
museum and looted the ' -  
souvenirs of,htS~ekmmation, ~., :,. 
His imperial plumes were : : :  , : ,  : , ,  
taken by children who 
climbed aboard the imperial 
carriage and were dragpd 
through the streets by 
cheering crowds. 
Residents aid there was 
SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain 
(AP) - -  Gunmen shot and 
killed the military governor 
of Guipuzcoa province 
. Sunday as he strolled with 
his wife on a seaside board. 
walk. 
Gem Lorenzo Oonzalez- 
Valles Senchez, 59, was the 
third Spenieh military man 
murdered in as many days 
and the 10th this year. His 
assassination put fresh 
pressure on Premier hdoifo 
i 
shin 
The Herald, Monde, September 34, 1979, IPSgO Ii 
One general was quoted it, Mtadrtd,. Spanish city said two or attackers fled in a atohm ww 
a newspaperhintzr'¢iew as Basque separatist oggan, three gunmon walked up to that was later fmmd abu- 
saying thz army should ization ETA, which has the gznerwl, who was cloned. 
After'the Sanehez slaying, claimed responsibility for wearing civilian clothes, and Authorities said file 
Suorez called the Joint this year's nine previous openedflre, kiliing him with general, who as mllit~u 7 
chiefs-ofstaff into a.n military asaa~sinat/ona, a wound in the temple. His governor controlled po~ce In 
emergency meeting, in Police in this northern, wife was unhurt and the the provi~, e, 
You say insulation can pay for itselfin time. 
how for But ........ , can Ipay it now? 
First step in conservation- 
insulatibn: 
Is insulation all that 
important? Look at it ~ 
this way. Home heating i s ~  
le house 1 ',*: ~::~: . . . .  ~:':~: .~ the largest sing ~ : ~i!i] ::!~|:i:~':~:~ 
hold consumer of va!uab:~i~::~,::. ::::~::i~:: [~ 
energy resources . . . .  out:! ~:I 
accounts for about 65¢ 
of every dollar you spend on your 
total home energy expense. So 
adequate home insulation can prevent 
major money leaks: And that's important. 
What about he expense? It isn't 
an expense. It's an investment - -and a 
very good one. And, with the likely 
in shopping malls in the 
areas we've surveyed. 
Hydro technicians will be on 
~hand to help homeowners 
~: , f ind out how their insulation 
[ ?~iiii~ measures up. 
~i~L:~ ,. ~-~, Research verifies 
insulation value: 
~ .  •. .  .1 ,,°, . . . .  The readmgs of the aei lal 
thermography program are double- 
checked by comparing a sampling of the 
aerial thermograms ofvolunteer Hydro 
employees' homes with their actual 
insulation values. The aerial readings 
have proven remarkably accurate. 
prospect of rising world energy costs 
ahead, it will become an •even better 
investment in the near future. 
no fi~hil~ at any time in the 
city. Diplomatic sources aid 
only the emperor's elite 900- 
man imperial guard had 
ammunition for their 
...,on..., ,,., .,,. ,How ation 
B0ka~rec~uy ~d {~rned ....... ~ ....... ' ~":" :" : "  '"' 
to Libya for money  as 
France and other Western 
And more research: " 
Hydro is also studying energy 
and dollar savings in twelve test-homes 
located around the province. These 
homes• have been fitted with newly • 
recommenc 
in roofs, w. ~ 
and their h, powers cut their aid in 
 ow.tover the mn.cro a The many ways insulation pays: monitored, 
about 1oo schoolchildren i  
April. The students had In homes with substandard basis. Preli 
protested hi.edtct Umt hey insulation (or none) a proper installa- indicate sa~ 
wear expensive school tion job can pay for itself in as little as of 20%, eve uniforms manufactured by 
r~,vee, five heatiingseasons. And that's only encountere, 
The 49-yasr-old Dscko's ~ g'~'e~'V':-S m mu~. ,  rv ~~'~'~ 'Le':^ are other4%;:: ' ": .... ...... admln/strationfacedite flrst.~ ...... ~,~,',~I~: . . . ., . . . .  ,.. 
public protest Sunday when pluses. Like a home that's more "' "" HO~'[O fl 
about 200 students marched 
against he appointment of comfortable year-round: warmer in you need 
former premier Henri winter; cosierin summer. More Yam 
Mafdou as the country's new 
vice-president, uniform temperatures with fewer B.C. Hydro 
All Bokassa's cabinet drafts and no cold spots. Insulation provide al l  
ministers are on the Job but 
diplomatic sources who even makes a home quieter. And literature a
declined tobe identified said nowadays, when everyone's concerned marion you' 
someDack° iSBckumexpectedsulpper~rsto remov  about  the  need  fo r  energy  efficiency, the subject 
inter in the week. ~ insulation can also add to your home's insulation. 
edded~tt~co~d~ resale potential, easy-to-folh haw been possible without 
cooperation from some of lets show 
the Aerial thermographic simp}e wa y 
]casaa  surveys pinpoint the need: insulation a,,,, , ,~ , , ,~  ,,., ~,.~ ,.,,- 
R~,v__~. . .~~.  ........... Once again this .• provements you require. They also 
confined " ~ ~ : : :  :~; ;i/i~:~::::~i;~oast winter, HYdi'o.. contain the simple language for 
"r:~'~" ~:O~i,~:~:-~':::~:~:::/~i~,:~.. :~ ~:~:t:~:~i~:::. , ,  • . ' , . . . ,  .. .. . . . .  ~:~.:.~,~:,~i~::~:~ took ........ mfra-red "'  techmcal s ec]ficatlons, and many 
EVREUX,elite FranCeof g ndarmes(CP) -- ~ ~ ~ , : .  ~ .  ~::~:.~:::: . . . , .... , . . . . . . .  • _ . .P/_. . ~i : ! : : : : : : ,~ , ,  aerial plctttres,,,...',l.~ew-.to-ao-]t ups.corps  ~ ........ , ~! An 
arrived Sunday at the ~ ¢ - - ' ~ ~ ' ~ m ~ ' ~ * "  of thougands: "'" ' ----  - 
zvre. ~u~y bm wh., - - - - - - - - - - ~  of British And how deposed Central African 
EmperOrBokassa w sJeanconfinedSedel ~ _ ' ~ '  ~' '~ / , , , - , o , u m H a  rooftops, .... . . 
abonrdaperkedaifliner. ".~:...~... • . i~  ::: • . "'~.. i. ~ '.. ' 
Two days after his ..... .~ ' - ~ ' ~ :  :  ,:,,.~ " .... ta  h~ln  hrwn~ns~rmai,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CaravelleJeiliner, landed on 
Prench scll, there were ~ l~ fight high heat i~  
that eut~r~u~ in Pn~s Individual roof to get stared: 
might have decided to break 
the deadlock over the temperatures First, decide if you 
~resence of the ousted clair, are recorded , to do the work your- 
No conflrmaUon came on magnetic or have it done. If you 
from official sources but tapes to produce i(le to do it yourself, 
Speculation arose that the 
gendarmes might try to black-and-white u'll find it's a pretty 
r~o so~,ysa from t~ thermograms . raightforwar(! job as 
no by xome, Prance u.ted to f~d nn- These images pi mg as you follow the 
o o~r c~ u grant ~_ point roofs that "ecommendations i  
refqge. Bokassahsteyed ! 
aboard the sky-blue are losing heat the literature we 
Caravelle with his aide-de-camp and aPe~r~ !  .showmg them a, provide. 
r~ crew. whitish or light- If you prefer 
areas--indicatsv to have the Work 14~ entourage of about 
persone was £1owed to leave , the  need for  bet  l one ,  get  coml)etitive 
the plane and npend insulation, As w luotes on the job by 
Saturday night in bliletk on 
-the ~w. last ~ear, we'll b ltialified contractors. 
French officials said playmg the ther How do you know 
Bokaua in  ennaldered an 
"unde~rabla" in France. 
The ex.dletator owns 
several uxory hem. in 
Prance as ~;ell as a oafs- 
restaurant In the Paris 
region, e " 
who is qualified? Don't he.sitate to ask the 
contractor for the names of references-- 
other homeowners for whom he has done 
insulating work. 
As a final check 0n the results of 
the job, some contractors now provide 
gTound thermography verification of 
wall insulation effectiveness. Ask your 
contractor about this. 
Howto pay 
for insulatida 
Now! 
Homeowners throughout British 
Columbia have taken advantage of B.C. 
Hydro's Insulation Finance Plan to 
upgrade insulation or install multiple- 
glazed windows. To date, Hydro has 
financed:overS1,000,000 to home- :~ 
up to 
nterest, 
over 24 
ith your 
ility 
t the 
)u need, 
)u need 
vith the 
Len- 
ant 
O. 
larch 31, 
) IT 
Lsing 
quali- 
fied contractors under the B.C. -Hydro 
Insulation Finance Plan are subject o 
spot checks by Hydro technicians to 
ensure the quality and standards of 
workmanshil). 
All insulation and multiple 
glazing materials must be to CMHC 
standards and applied in accordance 
with recog~fized practice, And all 
"do-it-yourselfers" must purchase 
enough insulation to achieve the 
re(luired perfo]Tnance. For details, 
contact your participating insulation 
retailer or contmctol, or ask at your 
local Hydro o?fice. 
B.C.HYDRO 
WE'D LIKE TO HELP YOU SAVE ENERGlr. 
AND MONEY. 
T 
'i 
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By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald 8taft Wdtcr 
Swim club needs a coach 
having a hard time finding last because the club would 
The Terrace Bluebacks 
Swim Club is shy a coach for 
the coming season, and 
spokesman Don Highe says 
the search for a replacement 
is becoming desperate. 
Highe said that the former 
coach, Sharon Lewis, had 
commitments which made it 
impossible to continue as 
coach, and that the club is 
only keeping Petty from 
getting back into the same 
lap with him at the fhdsh. 
After setting a qualifying 
record of 88.269 m.p.h, in 
winning the pole position, 
Waltrip was knocked out of 
contention when his 
Chevrolet blew an engine 
midway through the race. 
Roukle Joe Millikan was 
Baker wins it by one 
MARTINSVILLE, Va. the .52~.mile Martinsville 
(AP) --  Veteran Buddy Speedway track, had trouble 
Baker, taking advantage of
troubles encountered by his 
major challengers, coasted 
to a une-lap victory Sunday 
in the 24th annual 01d 
Dominion S0O Grand 
National stock car race. 
Baker, taking charge 
midway through the race 
when Richard Petty and 
Cale Yagborough tangled 
someone who is willing to 
give the club the time it 
needs to develop. 
"Sharon did a first.class 
job for us ever since the club 
began four years ago," 
llighe said, "We'd really like 
to have a full-time coach 
before the club takes its 
registration (next Satur. 
day)." 
The club holds its 
registration day Sept. 29 in 
the boardroom at the pool, 
from I p.m. to 4 p.m. The 
cost of registration will be an 
initial $I0, which goes to the 
Canadian Amateur Swim. 
ruing Association, and $25 
per month per wimmer. The 
maximum tally rate is $50 
per month per family. 
like to meet its operating 
costs in full, something they 
apparently haven't been 
doing in previous years. 
Pool time, coaching costs 
and travel are all coots 
which the club would like to 
take care of through its fees 
this year. 
"We've got a good club, 
with some very good talent 
here in Terrace,"Highe said. 
"We would really ap- 
preciate hearing from 
anyone with some time to 
give them." 
Anyone interested in 
becoming the coach of the 
Bluebacks should call Don 
llighe at 635-3227, or Cary 
Humphrey at 638-1174. The 
club in becoming desperate, 
g ii i harold SPO RTS 
( 
BUT STILL NO. 2 ' 
Thrown' Joe's show 
VANCOUVER (CP) n Joe lout still No. 2 in the eyes of 
Highe said that the rates and would be grateful to Paopao is first in the hearts head coach Vie Rapp of 
briefly on the third turn of thirdin a ChevroleL have gone up thie year from . anyone who would call. of West Coast football inns, British Columbia Lions. 
• . • . • . 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
YeUowhead Hay 
& Grain 
I 
in the o ld McEwan's  Shop [ 
(Across from the Skeoua Hotel) 
i 4513 Gre ig  635-2326 
i 
Plumbing - Heating • Commercial Servicing 
R~ldentlal - Industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metsl Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4435 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4B5 OR 635-9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Pureness 
EA TSLDE 
GR OCER Y & LA UNDR OMA T 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4436 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terrace Eleetronio Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHORIZED 
SERVIC~ ~..:', 2,~ 
DEPOT ~- .-~ .....~ 
Phlllps, Magnsvox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon..Sat, - -  9 a.m, • 5 p.m. 
Friday - -  ~ a.m. • 9 p,m. 
• 4533 Lakalse d~35-4543 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items' ; 1 'iiO1 ,!~ilt/il! 
, bear teeth . bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
,A. moose or deer aitlers ts,ng~eor~,,rl 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
' "  SAN JUAN 
~" 21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
m_. 635-3001 
- Complete line of livestock feed and supplement 
• Clean and util ity grain 
- Founts and feeders for all livestock 
- Dry dog & cat food 
. Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
~' 4SO JOHN DEER 3~ GRADING ~ LAND CLEARING 
WITH STH WHEEL ~ BACKFILLING ~ LEVELING 
TERRACE 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALLAN " 635.3505 
GLACIER 
[11 
L 4418 Legion Avelue 
A :, . Terrace, D.C. 
S A Complete  Glass  and 
A luminum Service 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top SoIL Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
V~ Yard Concrete Mlxsr Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
) "  PHON E e3s.3~35 ~ ~ ~; 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construdlon Ud. 
Plant Off Krumm Road. 
Thornblll 
I J ~s~z. o . fOX-V~e.'" 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING. 
WATER SOFTENERS-- AND MORE-- 
5239 Keith Avenue - N,~',.C. Hydro 
635-'/158 
• ~.. ~ f ( I ,  
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
============================ 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE• B.C. PHONE 635.2473 
VAN S OONTRAOTIHG 
~ Furniture Repair 
~ ~iestorations, Hope Chests 
, ~  ~ CistoI Ride Furaitiro, Refinishiq 
: .  ,~ General eIildieg Contracting 
3§lOi'Kaiilm~ / 635-6iSH6 Terraol 
]. 1 -t I I 
! : ' , |L ' ' ~' . ~ "  " 
~" ~,~:l; '~ ; " • 
i'~, .'. music FoR aLL OCCASIONS 
Wayne e3s.$ee4 ERNIE 635.4383 
I~ys 635-1335 
Ken Hensen 
LJl ~ I L l l  1.7 '~  I I  ~' , , : '  ' ?  "i 
CC-CP  " 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts 
AN YON E CAN SHOP AT DE LIGHTS.., 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
,Ways,de Grocorms ii:/iii !/i
4711-G Keith Ave. i /i 
our I 'rie.dl~. eq,.~enience stor, e 
• '  ; L :1 
HOURS: :., 1 ,~ 
2 L t fu  
W~kdoy, 7:30 arn - 12:30 am. ,  .,,: 
W~kends 10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
gave up some plays dof~- 
sively that, Just shouldn'.t: 
happen, We ve been melting, 
too many mistakes on 
defenco lately." 
It was B.C.'e biggest point 
production of the soa~n ae 
the Lions had 21 first downs 
and a total offcuee of 407 
yards, compared with 20 
first downs and 374 yards for 
the Argns, 
Adams also was extremely 
accurate with moot of his 
passes, completing 23 of 33 
for 374 yards, but he was 
intercepted three times and 
also thrown for some big 
leases. 
The Lions had the football 
almost the entire opening 
quarter, but led only 6-0 on 
two field goals by Pammglla 
from 27 and 17 yards. Then 
Bright went to work with his 
10t-yard punt return to scnd 
B.C. into a 13-0 lead early in 
the ascend quarter. 
A fumble by White at the ~ 
B.C. 33 yard line set up 
Toronto's first touchdown, 
with Mueller wide open in, 
The throwin' samoan lit Up 
the Empire Stadium 
scoreboard Saturday night, 
much to the delight of 25,819 
fans, when he completed 21 
of 24.passes for 244 yards 
during B.C.'s 34-25 decision 
over Toronto Argonauts in 
an interlocking Canadian 
Football League game. 
• "I'm still far from being 
the No. t quarterback 
around here," Paopao said 
later. "Jerry Tagge ia still 
the starter because of his 
experience. 
"Jerry is sort of like a 
father figure to me. He gives 
me confidence and keeps 
telling me to take what the 
defence gives." 
Paopao picked apart Argo 
pass coverage in the only 
meeting between the teams 
this season, throwing short 
swing passes to backs Larry 
Key and John Henry White, 
plus bullets down the middle 
to tight end Harry Holt. 
Hie only touchdown pass of 
the night was a seven.yard 
strike to wide receiver Leon 
Bright in the third quarter. 
But, during one stretch, the fiat' for a seven-yard 
Paopao completed 18 scoring pass from Adams. 
Pe, asaglta dded a ~-yard 
straight passes, 'a club fleld goal hefere the half, fol.~ record. ' 
Bright also had a spe~" lowing '.an interception by ~ 
taculsr game as he returned linebacker John Beaten, to 
a Toronto punt lOt yardafo~; take,a;|6,7;leafl t the half. 
a touchdown in the secand~. ,Bflghl# tk¢~, CFL's top 
quarter, rookie two years ago, scored 
"l worked berd all week to his second touchdown on a 
get into shape for this one," seven-yard pass from 
said Bright. "I had a hunch Paopao in the third quarter, 
I'd see a lot of the ball and followed by Sunter's 37.yard 
the guys sure made the field goal, giving the Lions a 
blovky on the punt return, comfortable 23-10 cushion': 
especially Sam Britts." heading into the last 15 
White scored B.C.'s other minutes. 
major on an eight-yard run, The fourth quarter was a 
while Lug Paesnglia com- wild one, with 26 points 
plated the scoring with four scored, IS of them by the 
field goals, three converts Argos. 
and a pingle for l6 .1~. ate, After .,l~aasaglLa:s, final 
~arter~a'~.~ Tony'~,db~n'e field ~ ~4ryards, Adehs 
threw three touchdown hit Harris with a 30-yard 
passes for Toronto, seven touchdown pass, but the two- 
and 42 yards to tight end point conversion failed. 
Peter Mueller, and 30 yards Sunter booted a single on the 
to wingback M. L. Harris. kickoff when the ball 
Ion Sunter booted a field bounced over the head at 
goal, convert and a single, Ken Hinton of the Lions, 
while Adams threw a two- making it 36-17. 
point conversion pass to Hinton pulled off his third 
~neller. interception in as many 
The win kept B.C. in games a short time later at 
s~cQnd 4)i~e in the Western, the, T~mto-.33, leading to 
Conference with an 8-2-1 Whites elght~y'ard scamper 
record, one more point than which gave B.C. a 16-peint 
the Lions had a year ago lead. 
when they finished four- Adams kept throwing, 
thiwith a 7.7-2 mark. however, and found Mealier 
It was the third straight open for a 42.yard touchdown 
Ices for the Argos, 4-6, who puss at 13:13, followed by a 
remain in third place in the two-paint hrow to Muellar 
Eastern Conference. They m the conversion arrowing 
have not defeated B.C. in the margin to 33-25. 
three years. 
Rapp ended speculation Toronto tried an oaslde 
after the game about who kick, but failed, and 
would be his No. 1 qunr- Pasyaglla kicked a single 
terback when the injured with II seconds left on a 
Taggn is ready to return to mlnsedfleldpalfrom the29. 
the active roster, likely this WhRz led all ruahern with 
saturday here against Win- 95 yards on 17 carries. Key 
nipeg Blue Bombers. added 4D more yards on nine 
"Tagge's still our top carries, while Adams 
~,~ arterback because of his scramblsdscventlmesfor41 owledge of thelame and yards to be the top Toronto 
vast experience," said Rapp. bell carrier. 
"Tonight was one of our Holt and Key both caught 
better offeneive games of the five passes for the Lions, 
season, although we let the Holt for8lyardanndKeyfor 
game get clooer than it 45. Harris had seven 
should have been. receptions for 114 yards 
"we were able to control forhthe Argos anb Mustier 
the ball on offence, but we grabbed five for 75. 
Orioles sing 
victory song 
BALTIMORE (AP) --  The youngsters were 
When they clinched the easily identified by their 
American League East adeptness at opening 
baseball championship, it champagne bottles. It took 
was a new experience for Eddie Murray about five 
moat players with Baltimore minutes to pop the cork on 
their rowdy celebration at Crowley, whohas been on 
HOW OPEN the man who .bui lt  the five championship teams, 
team after substantial re- was squirting his bottle, 
entry draft looses, The raucous behavior :B IG  ; C ~7 H 'ndustr '° '  C le°n ing"WE TRAVEL I-tO_ U HOURS" Ge.eral maoager Hank br0ke out six hours after i .  a l l .  Pet rs w s late arriving for Oriol s learned they were 
YO R where he was doused with plans, 
barbs of imported French 
champagne and beer, It was Just moments 
Steam Clean ing and Pressure Washing y 2701 South Kalum St.. Then, the Ortoloo snowea before the Or io les  were 
,: Peters their gratitude by scheduled to play a 
2 1 i 635-6180 P,m,. 6|u- |6|4 or 63..-3545 allowing him to remove his doubleheader against L3 12 KALUII PHONE 635-635 From 6 a.m. p 11 p.m. ,lhoes before he was toesed in Clevelandlndlanawhnnthey ! 
the whirlpool, heard Milwaukee had lost 6-3 
Only three p layers -  to Minnesota. That gave 
I II pitcher Jim Palmer, centre Baltimore the sham. 
fielder AI Bumbry and pionnhlp, but denied the 
Ca l l  us  a t  635 .6357 • 9 to  5 shortatopMarkBelangar-- team the rtght to elinch the were around in 1974 when the title on its home field; The 
Orioles last won a division Orioles have never clinched 
I I I II I title, in mdtlmore. 
! 
Timbermen Fomr of the 1"efface Timhermen, (left to right) Joe Casper, pose with coach Dale Kushner after a Smoley, Lance Legouffe, Gerry Lamming and Grant weckout. 
Terrace team tries out ice 
The first period was 
scoreless until the last 
minute, when Blair 
Prttchard of the Black 
Mde opened the scoring 
from Kevin Alexander. 
After the start of the 
second period, the blacks 
grabbed a 2-0 score on a 
goal by Dou~ Lynton, 
from Dave Sharpe and 
Gordy Coehran. The 
White team got on the 
board three minutes later 
on a Lance Legouffe goal 
assisted by Rick Kennedy 
and Fred Perepolkin. 
The Black team 
stretched its lead to 3-1 on 
a brother-act goal by 
Darey Mallet from 
Darrel Mallet. The White 
team scored three 
straight goals to take a 4- 
S lead. 
Marleau got the 
first goal from Bill Dowe 
and Rick Kennedy and 
first from Legouffe and 
M arleau, the second from 
Dowe. Legouffe, Ken- 
nedy and Dowe were 
impressive for the White 
team throughout the 
period. 
Before the period en- 
ded, the Blacks tied the 
score on a Terry Olson 
goal, from Brad Riley 
and Dave Sharpe. 
The White team ,went 
ahead 5-4 to start the 
third period, Bm Dowe 
netting his third assist of 
the afternoon on Glen 
Kathler's goal, the first of 
two he was to score in the 
perio.d. The third was a 
see-saw period, the 
Blacks tying the score on 
another Mallet corn- 
I/nation goal. This time 
Dun'el scoringand Darcy 
assisting. Brad Riley put 
the Blacks ahead seconds 
later on a quick shot from 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald 8toff WHtor 
The Terrace Tim- 
bermen held their flint 
intra-team scrimmage 
Sunday afternoon, with 
the Black and White 
teams tying 7-7 In an 
e~'citing and rather well- 
played cootest. 
The 25 players still in 
the running for spots on 
the team were split into 
two groups, one wearing 
the away sweaters and 
me the home sweaters. 
The contest was cleanly 
played, with ouly four 
miner penaltim handed 
out by referee ;Wayne 
Braid, three,to th~Black 
side and one' tO~the 
Whites. It featured some 
very well executed plays 
and good goaltending, 
despite the high score and 
good skating for the first 
scrimmage of the year. 
Kennedy then took over• anice Grant Copserpass. 
scoring two fouls, the Blair Pritehard, who 
opened the scoring, took 
a roughing penalty with 
less than five minutes to 
play in the third period, 
allowing the Whites a 
power ~pi~e~ opl~l~nlty 
which wasted no 
time in capitalising on. 
Lee Madeau, who also 
p layed  an impressive 
game, got his second of  
the night from Joe 
Smoley. Marleau and 
Legouffe then assisted on 
the White's final goal of 
the game, scored by 
Kathler. 
The White team's 7-6 
lead didn't last long, as 
Dave Sharpe fired in a 
Doug Lynton pass to tie 
the score. Brad Riley 
also assisted on the 
game's final goal. 
The Sharpe goal set up 
an exciting last minute of 
i /ay which found the 
White team pressing hard 
for the go-ahead goal. It 
didn't come though, 
despite a last-flve~cond 
gambit where White 
coach Dale Kashner 
pulled his goa]/e for the 
sixth attacker. The Norm 
Zloklikovits-coached 
Black side won the draw 
and the game ended in a 
7-7 tie. 
T imbermen coach 
Kushner said after the 
game that he was quite 
pleased with the team's 
progress, He said that the 
team will have to work on 
some set ploys, and there 
is still some conditioning 
to be done, but all in all he 
is happy with thb squad. 
Final cuts will not be 
made for a while yet, as 
there are still two players 
coming who Kushner 
wants to have a look at. 
The team's first 
exhibition game will be 
next Saturday, against 
the Kitimat Winter 
Hawks, Game time has 
not yet been announced. 
HAMILTON (CP) - -  
Edmonton  Eskimos con- 
Unued on down their 
Canadian Football League 
unbeaten trail at Ivor Wynn 
Stadium Sunday but it.was a 
rocky trip. 
Eskimos had to come from 
way hack to defeat the 
Hamilton Tigec-Cate 22-21. 
And the way they did it 
sent he 18,186 faas home in a 
rage. With less ~than~ two 
minutes to go, Hamilton 
qwarterback Tom Cl~nents 
faded back into his end zone 
to throw a pass and threw it 
to what the offpclals said 
was empty sapce. That gave 
the Eskimos two points and 
the Victory. 
Hami l ton  genera l  
manager Ralph Sazio 
disagreed with the call. "In 
all the 30 years I've been in 
football, I've never seen 
Eskimos are still winning 
:~'By EATON1tOWil"r '~' enythii~ like t~at," he said. wili~inson ;:*and , put in the Sc~'ehoard with a field finalquarter, Edmontm had 
sophomore Warren Moon. 
From there on in, it was 
the same old thing in the 
same old way as the 
Eskimos walked all over the 
by now bewildered Tiger- 
Cats. 
The final Edmonton touch- 
.down was a typical touch of 
their mastery as hackfleldor 
Jim Germanyhtook a direct' 
snap and/scooted 17 yards 
into the ehd "~zone. Dave 
Curler, as usual, kicked the 
convert. 
The game's first touch- 
down for Hamilton came on 
a 30-yard pass from 
Clements to Brock Aynaley 
Just as the game got nicely 
underway. Zenon An- 
ckenyshyn kicked the con- 
wrt and added an 18-yard 
field goal midway through 
the first quarter before 
Cutler got the Esldmos on 
8val of his own. 
In the second quarter, 
Ronnie Rowland, who came 
to Hamilton from Vaigary 
Stampeders and who was 
without question Hamilton's 
hast player, went four yards 
around the left side for a 
touchdown which An- 
drusysbyn also converted, 
and it was Cutler who kept 
Edmon,top in +.the ~thick of 
• thingS" be fb ie"  th~ quarter 
was over with a 22.yard field 
goal making the haiftlme 
score 2o-6. 
From there on in it was all 
Edmonton with Moon hitting 
Waddell Smith for a 77-yard 
touchdown that seemed to be 
the pin that pricked the 
Hamilton bubble although 
Androsyshyn managed to 
kick a single on the last play 
in the quarter. 
Several times early in the 
. chances and missed them as 
Moon on a couple of oc- 
casions hit end zone 
receivers who could not hold 
on.  
But the.Germany touch- 
down and the safety touch, 
which will keep Hamilton 
people arguing for the 
coming months, ended it alL 
Rowland, the brightest 
Hamilton light, carried the 
ball 16 times for 85 yards to 
make the Ticats a contender 
and give Toronto Argonauts 
something to worry about. 
Germany not only scored a
touchdown but led ~ the 
westernen in the running 
~me with 15 carries for 90 
yards. 
Wilkinson, in his shaky 
half of the game, connected 
on sevm of 13 tries for 166 
yards while Moon, whose 
record wasn't any better 
" I t  was absolutely 
ridiculous." 
The win kept the Eskimos 
firmly ontrenched at the top 
d the Westorn Conference 
standings with a 9-1-~ record. 
loss kept Hamilton in the 
Eastern Conference cellar 
with a 2.9-0 record. 
For at least half the 
distance, it looked very 
much as if the Tlnats, with 
their new quarterback 
Clements, had finally found 
a way to win over someone 
other than Saskatchewan 
Roughriders. 
At the end of the first half, 
Hamllten was ahead 20-6 and 
it appeared as though the 
Eskimos had finally 
met their masters. 
Then to start the third 
quarter, Edmonton coach 
Hughie Campbell yanked 
veteran quarterback Tom 
Calgary comes back to win 
By PHILIP MAIL 
CALGARY (CP) -- 
quarterback Ken Johnson 
directed astrong second-hell 
passing attack to lead 
U.S. wins skate meet 
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP- 
CP) -- The United States en- 
Joyed success in the Flaming 
Leaves Invitational figure 
skating competit ion 
Saturday, with Lisa Marie 
Allen winning the Women's 
bSingles and Scott Hamilton 
eating compatriot Scott 
Cramer in men's ingles. ' 
Lorna wightou of Toronto 
and John Dowding of Oak- 
vilIe, Ont., wound up third in 
the dance with 25 ordinals 
and 180.48 points, while 
Marie McNeil of Halifax and 
Robert McCall of Dart- 
mouth, N.S., were 12th and 
last with 198 ordinals and 
159.04 points. 
Krtsztlna Regoscay and 
Andras Sailay of Hungary 
PladP~lnacad first with nine or- 
Is and 198.24 paints. 
In men's singles, Gary 
Beaeom of Torontowas fifth 
with 49 ordinals and 168.74 
eP.hointe while Canadian 
ampien Brian Pockar of 
Calgary ptseed seventh with 
85 ordinals and 157.98 points. 
Canadian champion 
Heather Kemkaran "of 
Toronto wes 10th in the 
women's slnglm with 98 
ordinals and 168.68 points, 
while Janet Morrtseay of 
Calgary Stampeders to 28-23 The Stampeders held off a 
comeback victory over determined Winnipeg team 
Winnipeg Blue B.~mbers in a which showed surprising 
Canadian Football League strength under the direction 
Game Sunday afternoon, of second string quarterback 
Billy Troup. 
With the Stampeders 
trailing 17-9 early in the third 
Ottawa finished 15thwith 139 quarter, Johnson put 
together a 75-yard march, ~dinats and 145.18 points. 
Allen, the second.rasked 
U.S, singles kater, fell in the 
final round Saturday but her 
chief rivals also fell, 
allowing her to finish first. 
Susanna Driano, a Seattle, 
Wash., native skating for 
Italy, her father's native 
country, finished second 
over.all, with 28 and 172.68. 
Sandy Lenz of Rockford, 
Ill., the fourth.ranked 
American took third, with 32 
and 170.90 as Denise 
Biellmann, the Swiss 
champion who had been ex- 
petted to pose the major 
threat to Allen, managed 
only a fourth-place finish, 
with 41 and 189.68. 
Hamilton, ranked fourth'in 
the U.S., took the men's 
singles crown with 14 or- 
dinals and 183.54 points. 
Cramer, ranked second in 
the U.S., collected 20 or- 
dinals and 181.74 points, East 
Germany's Jan Hoffmann, 
former world champion, had 
21 ordinals and 180.18 paints. 
Regoeczy and Sallay, the 
Hungarians wl/o rank second 
in the world in ice dancing 
swirled and swooped their 
way to victory. 
ending with a threeyard 
touchdown run by James 
Sykes. 
Willie Armstead put 
Calgary ahead to stay with 
29-yard touchdown catch 
early in the fourth quarter. 
Wide receiver Tom For° 
asni, who played a strong 
game, had the other 
Stampeder major. J. T. Hay 
booted a 37-yard field goal 
and added two eanverte and 
a single. 
Mike McTague con- 
tributed singles of 63 and 52 
yards. WilIiz Burden 
rounded out the Calgary 
scoring with a two paint 
conversion run on Sykes' 
touchdown. 
Bernie Huoff accounted for 
11 points for Winnipeg, in- 
eluding field goals of 32, 31, 
and 35 yards. He also added 
n con~ert and a 40-yard 
Stnlle. 
Winnipeg's majors came 
from runningback Hick 
House and wide receiver 
Mike Holmes. 
The win, before 30,125 
fanS ,  r raised Calgary's 
record to 7-3, to move eight 
ahead of fourthplace~ Win. 
nipag. The e'Bine Bombers 
record drupped~to 3-8. 
' Winnipeg, down 27-23 'in 
the dying minutes, 
threatened when they a~ 
rently blocked a point 
Tagae near~ the Calgary 
35-yard line. Officials, 
however, called the Bombers 
for roughing the kicker and 
the Stampeders regained 
-poasession. 
Calgary built an early 8-0 
lead in the first .qu#.r~,y'. on a 
single by McTague and 14- 
yard touchdown pass to 
Forzani from starting 
quarterback John Hefnngel. 
The Bombers bounced 
'hock as Troup, replacing 
injured regular starter, 
Dieter Brock, wriggled free 
of Calgary defenders and hit 
House for 48-yard pass.and- 
run touchdown play. 
Troup, limping through 
most of the game after 
being hit early, was good on 
13 of 18 passes in the. first 
half. 
Late in the half, he lifted 
Winnipeg into a 17-9 lead 
with a IS-yard toss to 
Holmes. 
The Bombers got a lucky 
break several plays earlier. 
when Calgary was forced to 
give up the ball after being 
called for having to many 
men on the field. 
Johmm's alx~earanee in 
the third quarter ignited the 
Calgary offence. Making 
8ood use of runainghacks 
Sykes and Burden and 
Mntback Armstoad, Johnson 
moved the beU 72 yards to 
the Winnipeg three. Sykes' 
flu'co-yard touchdown run 
end the two-point conversim 
mn by Burden, moved 
Calgary to within three 
points of the Bombers. 
:An improved Calgary 
dofmce held Winnipeg to six 
~ nts in the second half while e Stampeders moved 
ahead on Armstand's touch- 
down and a field goal by 
Hay. The Bombers had to 
settle for two field• goats in 
the second half. 
Each team accumulated 21 
first dowms, hot Winnipeg 
amassed 377 yards in total 
offence to Calgary's 290. The 
Winnipeg attack included g/8 
yards in the air against 
for the Stampeders. 
Troup was good on 21 of 32 
pass attempts in the game, 
while Johmon connected on 
II of IS. Hufangel was good 
on eight of II. 
Burden was the leading 
rusher for Calgary with 78 
yards on 13 carries. Win. 
nipeg's Jim Washington 
recorded 65 yards on 13 
carries. 
House was the standout 
among Winnipeg pass 
receivers, gaining 102 yards 
on five catches. Forsani 
caught six passes for 
yards to lead the Calgary 
receivers. 
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YOU CAN 
ALWAYS 
TELL A 
"BEST 
SELLER" 
The entire family reads it. 
And, why not? There's 
sqmething for everybody 
in the classified pages in 
DAILY HERALD 
Whether you're buying, 
selling, renting, leasing, 
looking for a job or 
services, you're sure to get 
quick results from the 
classified pagesX 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
h 
/ 
I call 635-6357! 
! 
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Win bright.ens Reds. 
Dave Collins' two-run 
triple keyed a flve-run fourth 
inning that gave Cincinnati 
Reds a 7-I victory over 
llouston Sunday and im- 
proved their National 
League West lead to 1½ 
games over the Astros, 
The Astros, who take their 
pennant hopes oa the road 
for the final seven games of 
the season, left nine runners 
stranded -- including a 
bases.loaded situation in the 
fourth inning. Cincinnatti 
d~ses out the regular season 
with six home games. 
Cincinnati's big fourth 
inning came with two out 
after Ray Knight had singled 
home Johnny Bench with the 
Reds' second run of the 
game. Plate umpire Joe. 
West ruled catcher Louis 
Pujols bobbled the ball on a. 
attempted tag, allowing 
Knight o score the third' run 
on what would have been the 
third out of the inning. 
Collins then tripled to 
score Heity Cruz and Frank 
Pasture, and Collins also 
scored on the play when 
Rafael Lanbeatsy's throw to 
the plate was wide of the 
~ate. 
Verne Ruhle, 2-5, was the 
victim of Cincinna{i's fourth 
inning and suffered the leas. 
Pasture, 5-7, went the 
distance for the Reds. 
~ontreal Expos, mean- 
while, kept their half-game 
lead over Pittsburgh Pirates 
in the NL East with a 7.4 
triumph over Philadelphia 
Phi,lea. Andre Dawson 
blasted two solo home runs 
md Chris Speper knocked in 
three runs. 
The Pirates blanked 
Chicago Cubs 8.0 with the 
help of Jim Bibby's three- 
hitter and Willis Stargell's 
two-run double. 
In other NL action, Mike 
Ivie's 26th home run of thel 
season tied the score in the 
eighth and Roger Metzger 
added a run-scoring single to 
NET MATCH 
give San Francisco Giants a 
2-1 victory over Atlanta 
Bravzs. 
In Saturday's NL games, 
Pittsburgh defeated Chicago 
4-1, Philadelphia and 
Montreal spl i t  a 
doubleheader with the 
Phllliea taking the. first 
game 9-8 and Montreal 
winning the second 8.2. St. 
Louis Cardinals wept heir 
doubleheader with New York 
Mets by taking respective 3-2 
and 6-3 decisions. Atlanta 
whipped San Francisco 10-2 
and Houston downed Cin. 
clnnatl 4-1. 
In the American League 
Saturday, Minnesota Twins 
doubled Milwaukee Brewers 
6-3, Cleveland Indiana 
defeated Baltimore Orioles 
7-3, California Angles 
downed Texas Rangers 3-1, 
Oakland A's blanked Kansas 
City Royals 2-0 and New 
York Yankees downed 
Toronto Blue Jays 7-4, 
Lou Brock set the all-Ume 
career stolen base record 
with his 935th steal, and Tony 
Scott hit a saeriflcefly in the 
10th inning to break a tie as 
the Cardinals defeated the 
Meis 7-4. 
Pitcher Steve Mura's 
throwing error on a sacrifice 
bunt by Derrel Thomas in 
the zighth inning brought in 
the winning run, and Los 
Angeles Dodgers defeated 
San Diego Padres 5-2. 
In the AL meanwhile, 
Carney Lanaford's three-run 
homer keyed a six-run fifth 
inning and Dave Frost spun 
a six-hitter as California 
beat Texas 6-1 and main. 
rained a three-game l ad in 
the West over Kansas City. 
A fielding error by third 
baseman Wayne Gross 
enabled Kansas City to score 
three unearned runs in the 
fourth inning en route to a 4-2 
victory over the A's. 
Eighth-inning doubles by 
Wayne Cage and Dave 
R~ello gave Cleveland a 4-3 
victory over Baltimore in the 
first game of a Tom Poquette led off the 
doubleheader, eighth with a pinch single, 
Mike Flanagan gained his took second on a sacrifice 
23rd victory with ninth- and scored on Jim Dwyer's 
inning relief help from Don pinch single, lifting Boston 
Stanhouso as the Orioles Red Sox to a 2-1 victory over 
defeated the Indiam 3.1- in Detroit Tigers in the first 
the second game. 
AL home run leader 
Gm'man Thomwy slugged a 
three-run shot in the first 
inning and Don Money's 
sixth-inning pinch single 
scored the go-ahead run, 
leading the Brewers to 
~t 8.0 victory over the 
Twins. 
game of a doubleheader. 
Run .LeFIore led off the 
10th inning with a walk, stole 
his sixth base of the af- 
ternoon and eventually 
scored on Champ Summers' 
single, lifting the Tigers to a 
3-2 victory in the nightcap. 
Tom Paclorek drove in 
Tommy John reached the four runs as Seattle 
second 20-victory season of Mariners closed out their 
his career as the Yankees 1979 home season by beating 
beat the Blue Jays 7-5. Chicago White Sox 8-3. 
PENNANT 
RACES 
AMERICAN LEAGUE NATIONAL LEAGUE 
East East 
W L Pct. OBk W L Pct. GBL 
x.Baltlmore 100 54.649 - -  Montreal 93 60 .~0S - -  
• MIItukee 91 64 ,Off/ 9t/2 PlHebur0h 93 61 .604 ,/: 
BoQton 87 67.565 13 sl. Louis 83 71 .539 10V: 
New York 83 71 ,539 17 Philadelphia 81 75 .519 13'/2 
Detroit 83 73 ,532 18 Chicago 7S 77 .S03 16 
aevelend 79 76 ,510 21,/2 New York 56 98 .364 37~,b 
Toronto 52 104 .333 49 Wet 
Wut Cincinnati 88 68 .564 -- 
California 8S 71,545 - -  HouMon 86 69 .~S I~  
KanMs City 82 74 ,526 3 L~ Angeles 76 s0 .~7 12 
Minnesota 81 75 ,s19 4 Sen Francl~*o 69 S7 .442 19 
Texas 78 7S ,500 7 Sen Diego ~$ 91 .417 23 
Chicago 68 86 .442 16 Atlanta 61 92 .399 2.9/2 
Seattle 65 91 ,417 20 Sunday Results 
Oakland 53 103 ,340 32 Montreal 7 Phlladelphla 4 
x.cllnched dlvlslon title St.Louls 7 New York 4 
Sunday RaNIts Sen Francisco 2 Atlanta 1 
New York 7 Toronto 5 Pittsburgh 6 Chicago 0 
Boston 2.2 Detroit 1.3 Cincinnati 7 Houston 1 
Cleveland 4.1 Baltimore 3-3 Lea Angeles .5 San Diego 2 
MilwaukeeS Minnesota 7 Saturday Results . 
California 6 Texas 1 Philadelphia 9-2 Montreal 8a 
Kansas Clty 4 Oakland 1 Plttsbm'gh 4 Chicago I 
SuaIIle O Chicago 3 St. Louis &3 New York 3-2 
Saturday Results Atlanta 10 San Francisco 2 
New York 7 Toronto 4 Houston 4 Clndnnatl 1 
Minnesota 6 MilwaUkee 3 San Diego 10 LoS Angeles 8 
California 3 Texas 1 Today'e Games 
Oakland 2 Kansas City 0 New York at Chicago 2 
Cleveland 7 Baltimore 3 Montreal at Plltsburgh 2N 
Cleveland at Baltlmore, 2nd Houston qt Atlanta 2N 
game, plod., rain St. Louis at Philadelphia N 
Saettle 6 Chicago 4 Tuetday Games 
Detroit at Boston, ppd., rain New York at Chlcago 2 
Tonight's Geme Houston at Atlanta N 
Kansas City at California N Montreal at Pittsburgh N 
Tue~lny Games St. Louis at Philadelphia N 
Toronto at Boston N San Diego at Cincinnati N 
Detroit at Baltimore N Los Angeles at San Francisco 
Schools host tourney 
By DON SCHAFFER 
iterald Staff Writer 
Saturday was a busy 
day for volleyball, en- 
thusiasts in the Terrace 
area, as the three 
secondary schools hosted 
the North West Zone's 
first junior volleyball 
play-day. 
Skeena  Jun io r  
Secondary hosted the 
junior A boys play, 
Caledonia Senior hosted 
the junior B and grade 8 
boys, and Thornbill 
Junior had the junior A, 
B, and grade 8 girls 
games. 
At Skeena, the junior A 
boys teams present were 
txeena, Thornhill, Mount 
I~izabeth from Kitimat, 
Booth Memorial from 
Prince Rupert and 
Houston and Hazelton 
Secondary teams. 
Mount Elizabeth were 
the big winners at 
Skeena, taking all 
comers, They damped 
~keena 16-14 and 15.11, 
whipped Hazelton 15-9 
and 15-I and handily beat 
Thornhill 15-2 and 15-7. 
They had a bit more 
trouble with Booth, going 
three sets, but finally 
winning 9-15, 17-15 and 15- 
12, but easily took 
Houston 15-6 and 15-10. 
Booth beat everyone 
but Mount Elizlbeth 
whipping host Skeena 15- 
1,15-7, blasting Houston 
15-0,15-3, and easily 
beating Tbornbill 15-9,15- 
Z They had difficulty 
initially against Hazelton 
losing 12-15, but came 
back 15-8 and 15-7. 
Skeena were also 
gracious hosts to the 
1"nornhill team, dropping 
a three-game match 15-5, 
II-15 and 14-16, but did 
take Hazelton 15-8,2-15 
and 15-2 and Houston 15-9 
,15-9. 
Thornhill boys also 
beat liouston 15-I,15-2 
though they were not so 
fortunate against the 
Hazelton team, losing a 
three set squeaker 15- 
1o,15-17 and 15-12. 
ilouston managed to get 
by flazelton, 17-15 and 15- 
II. 
At Thornhffl in junior A 
girls play, the same 
teams were in action. 
Each team only played 
three games at 'llmrnhill, 
rather than the five at 
,',keena. Booth won all 
three of their sets here. 
taking Hazelton 6-15,15-10 
and 15.12; Houston 15-8 
and 15-4, and host 
Thornhili 12-15, 15-5 and 
15-10. Mount Elisabeth 
also did well at Thornhill, 
taking their hosts 15-6,15- 
13, beating Hazelton 15-1, 
11.15, 15-0, and going 
three with Houston 15-1, 
12.15 and 15-8. Skeena 
girls weren't  treated 
quite so well by Thomhili, 
losing in straight sets 11- 
15 and 9-15. Hazelten also 
heat Skeena 5-15, 15-11 
and 15-13, although 
~eena did whip Houston 
15-1, 15-4. 
In junior B action, 
Mount Elizabeth won all 
three sots as well, taking 
Thornhill 15-6,4-15 and 15- 
12,squeaking Skeena 15- 
10,19-15 and 17-15 and 
easing past Booth 15-6,14- 
10 and 15-4. Thornhill 
won their other two sets, 
going three with Skeena 
9-15,15-9 and 15.4 and 
blasting Booth 15.7,15-1. 
Skeena also murdered 
the short-staffed Booth 
squad 15.0, 15-3. 
In grade 8 girls action, 
there were only two 
teams so they played 
each other twice to make 
a day of it. Mount 
Elizabeth tuck Skeena the 
first time 15-12 and 15-4, 
but the seeand round it 
was ~(eena 's  turn ,  15- 
6,11-15 and 15-15. 
Mount Elizabeth also 
dominated at Caledonia 
in junior B. and grade 8 
boys action. In the junior 
B round, Mount Elizabeth 
took Skeena 7-15, 15-12 
and 15-12, beat Booth 15- 
12 and 15-9, and dumped 
Tnornhill as well, 15-5 and 
15-9. 
Thornhffl beat Booth in 
three sets 13-15, 15-11 and 
15-10, but lost to Skeena 
13-15 and 13-15, Booth 
beat the host Skeena club 
15-12 and 15-11. 
Mount E l i zabeth 's  
~'ade3 team made their 
trip wothwhile as well, 
dumping Thornhill 15-5 
and 15-9as well as Skeena 
15-13 and 15-8. In the local 
battle , Skeena beat 
Thornhill 15-5 and 15-8. 
Skeena  p layday  
organ izer  Tom 
Watkinson would like to 
thank the students who 
assisted in the plsyday. 
The students ran the 
Skeena canteen, cleaned 
and helped referee, 
and their hard work was 
greatly appreciated by 
Watkimon and the rest of 
the people involved with 
the event. 
The playday was part 
ef the North Wast Zone's 
pattern of play, which 
should see each school 
involved host one 
playday, and attend at 
least one other. These 
playdays give each team 
a chance to see other 
teams in the zone play so 
that when the final 
tournament  comes  
arotmd in Novemeber, 
the teams will have ex- 
perience with each other. 
This is not a league, so 
that wins and losses will 
not be entered'in columns 
to determine placements. 
All teams attend the final 
tournament. 
Next  weekend 's  
playdays are at Booth 
and Smithers (ten- 
tatively), and local teams 
travel schedules will be 
announced later on this 
week. 
Caledonia tour 
• The Caledonia Senior secot~dary school's volleyball 
and soccer teams did some travelling this weekend, 
going to Houston and Hazelton to participate in the 
season's first playday. 
The senior A Kermodes boys volleyball team lost in 
Houston Friday night, but it took the hosts five games 
to get past the Terrace team. The game scores were 
15-4, 8-15,15-12,5-15 and 16-14, but coach Ed Kenney 
said that the team was a bit stiff from the long bus 
ride, and can play better than they did. Saturday in 
Homlton, the boys took on a men's teamcomposed for
the occasion, and beat them two games out ef three. 
The girls A team had a very successful trip, beating 
Houston 1543 and 15-10 Friday night, and going three 
sets with Hazelton 15-4, 13-15 and 15-3 before finally 
coming out on top. 
Results from the senior boys soccer team, and the 
senior B girls volleyball were not available at press 
lime. 
MESS has 
mixed bag 
The Mount Elizabeth 
Secondary School senior 
volleyball and soccer 
teams travelled to 
Houston and Smithers 
last weekend and came 
home Saturday night 
after mixed results. 
The senior A boys 
volleyball team played 
Smithers on Friday night, 
dropping their three- 
game set 15-17,15-6 and 
13-15. Saturday morning 
in Houston they won a 
five-game set from their 
hosts, easing to victory 
12-15,15-11,9-15,16-14, and 
15-3. 
In senior A girls action 
in Smithers , the hosts 
were as uncongenial to 
the girls as they were to 
the boys, beating 
M.E.S.S. soundly 15-3,15- 
In the soccer game 
Houston and Mount 
Elizabeth tied 2-2, 
although the Houston 
team was leading 2-0 at 
the 60-minute mark. The 
Kitimat squad was also 
short two starters. 
According to volleyball 
coach Gary Maitland, all 
three teams have a great 
deal of potential, and 
should improve greatly 
as the seaon progresses. 
CURED CABINET TOO 
HULL, England (CP) -- 
Maybe the wintergreen oint- 
ment label should read: 
"Cures backaches and also 
useful in dissolving medicine 
cabinets." A surprised 
customer eturned a Jar of 
the stuff to chemist George 
Seiners after it dissolved 
2, Houston gave the girls much of Its container and 
a slightly better recep- damaged a shelf in his 
lion, going three sets medicine cabinet. But the 
before finally beating customer admitted that his 
them 15-1, 10-15,15-9. bachache was cured. 
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY 
NOW IN FULL SWING 
ONLY TWO WEEKS 
TO GO 
WEEKLY PRIZES 
Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy S ight& Sound 
Menu Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
Gift Certif icate -
Courtesy Saan Store 
-% 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
Tackle Box & K i t .  
Courtesy K mart  
Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
i 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest Spring Entered 
During the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Dalwa - Algonquin 
Largest Cohoe Entered 
During the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa ? Algonquin 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, COURTESY 
Hotel accommodation included CP Air 
Haida Travel 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 Skeena Mall 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, !979 Merchants Association 
'~ To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible 
- Any salmon caught in fresh 
,water within a 50 mile radius 
of Terrace is eligible. 
-Only fish weighed in at the 
Overwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
llcence and an official entry 
form available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daffy Herald. 
. Entries for each week will 
close at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
-Employees  of the Daily 
Herald or the Skeane Mall are 
ineligible. 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daffy Herald. 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
hcuold 
g lW 
DERBY 
Name ____  ~ ~ ~ _ '  "' ' ~ ~ T o  be completed 
.~[~t1~.~I '~ . i . "  . . . .  J "~ . , .~  by derby officials 
' . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
Pho . -~ 
I 
. • . . . 
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SECOND SECTION 
DECISION SOON 
Sate l l i te  surve i l l ance  
By DAVE ROONEY 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
federal government will 
decide early next year how 
to lavcst in a radar satellite 
which wi l l  monitor 
everything from Arctic ice 
movement and oil sucks to 
Prairie crop conditions, nays 
the satellite preJuct's deputy 
"The thought of one nation ~fairs, energy, mines and 
doin~ It all on its ownis nice, resources and cam- 
lout not terribly practical be- municotiom. 
eanae most the time the Raney said SurSat is ideal 
satellite is ekoohere and it . for tracking ice condition., 
would he nice to have part- the weather, navigational 
nora to share the costs and 
benefit from the results." 
Raney said .Canadian 
cffinink have done little 
more than • discuss the 
proJeet with their coun- 
terparts in the U.S. National 
manager. 
DR UG PEDDLING . ,da,  export Kulth Raney 
said ins recent interview the 
Doctors  invest igated  , , .0 . . . ,  ...o...,,o. • ~plannero is whether Canada Admlnlstrati~ . . . . . . . .  should develop the $300- SurSat has been discussed . million surveillance satellite since 1~'/6 and ff built will be 
' flmtdah~.t he is *;raid that I f -  alone or invite participation equipped with a synthetic 
VICTORIA (CP) -  The engaged in the illegal One Victoria addict, who ~._.~.~_ " -~ "-"he by the European or aperture radar system 
B.C. College of Phyeicinm practice is extremely low, deelinedtobeldenWied, said ne noeent gtve m m c 
and Surgeons Is in- but some pharmacists and in an interview it was e~tsy to nddiets'requeais, theywould An~erl~,n_s~ee bngonC~e whiChthroughenableSthe h avyit to cloudPeek 
'ventlsating a number of police officials feel It getdrngpreaeripttonafllied. _~_1~. dow...n_hish..o~.,l~,_sald._Euro;ea~m~=;aee ~,geney cover that has blinded 
doctors uspected ofhanding represents only the tip of the She said. that early this ~ ..utcn~...on .~.m ~. m. no~ wouldout Canadian costs to conveatlonal radar systems, 
out narcotics drug iceberg, summer she was able to get amy unetmcm out illege~ tar =~,.,, ~ ,.m.~- ~.,, . , s~t  Thesystem requires only a 
preoclptions to known ad- One local pharmacist esti- 240 vellum pills a week and .,M.. ~.. . . . . .  .-.,,-. a doctor to give a patient a --ton , . .~misna tomeat fraction of the power of or- 
diets, a college spokesman mated as many as six doc- all the narcotic-bn.ed cough prescription knowing the w- ' ,~ .~" , .~ , -~,~."~d. . .~ , .  ' dlnary radar and can 
said Saturday. tort in the Greater Victoria syrup she needed to support drug won t be used for the "The compromises would produce from orbit accurate 
area alone are issuing her habit by going to one or treatment of any discern. .~ .H . tnv~ln  e~, .nm, ,~ im~ss of objects only a few 
The narcotic ceatrol act ,.~,,o.... "'Rnn~vuld "Rut metres in str, e. Dr, John Hutchison, preseriptieas knowing the two doctors in the area, - - - - - - "~. . . . .  " ' - - - - ' -  
college registrar said the drugs are not being used for "We all know who they and food and drug act -~ '~ '~ '~- to '~th i l~ in~r :  The project involves the 
number of "doctors is medical purposes, are," she said, "They'll all prohibits medical prac- n..ti"o-~U--'l~au.~ satellites federal departments of 
give us whatever we want titioners tom prescribing ~ *~, .~h,~ n~q ~!~!  defence, lndlan and northern 
without any questions narcotics or controlled rugs "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Teacher  shortage.k-,, =-. =..,,.,,.- ~e said she knows of one dergeing active 'treatment 
b k l  h It doctor who has accepted for acond[tionwarranting PUBLI0 NOTIOE ac as resu  sexualfavorsfremapetient such..edicotlona. " 
in for a l~we a exchange "Where we can . 
"prescription. 
Hutchison agreed such ex- 
changes do happen and that 
there may be some under- 
thetable payoffs, 
"l'm sure they exist," he 
said, adding it is almost 
impossible to prove. 
"Doctors are no different 
from anyone lse, A few are 
weak, They allow them- 
selves to get caught as easy 
marks. They Just aren't 
tough enough." 
A Greater Victoria pal/co 
drug squad officer said that 
once the doctor gets the 
reputation as an easy mark, 
he is in for a rough time. 
He said he knows three 
doctors in the area who are 
in that position and they fear 
reprisals if they don't con- 
tinue to meet their addlet 
patients demands. 
One doctor is so in. 
doctor is dispensing c 'up  
for other than medical u~,  
we Will take action-- we will 
chop him," Hutchison said. 
However in the past year, 
the college has token that 
action only once and stopped 
short of expelling the of- 
fending doctor from the 
medical society. 
Hnichison said that there 
was a reasonable doubt he 
doctor had simply been 
duped by an addict, 
He said it is almost impca- 
sible to control the problem 
heconae of the difficulty in 
obtaining proof, 
Doctors who knowingly 
hand out prescriptions to 
addicts are generally very 
careful in their reporting, 
They may place a fictitious 
disgnoats on the patient's 
record to cover their tracks, 
• he said, 
TO BOATIN6 
To effect constructlm of a pipeline It will be 
mcmary  to obetruct he north channel d the Skecna 
River from a pdnt 1,000 feat upstream of the east 
Imundary of lot ~ to a point 5~00 feet ul~tream of the 
met boundary of lot ,i803C.R.5. Thts Is approximately 
38 miles west of Terrace, B.C. and Is In the general 
wes of the Salvus CNR Mdlng end Is 2.46 mllos up- 
stream from the conflconca of the Kaselcks and Sbeona 
Rivers. Rl~mr traffic Is advlssd to 8vdd the north 
(hennel If af all posalbls and to contact the power 
large (DELTA TRANSPORTER) which Is In st. 
tsnclance at the side. 
The obMructlon will be a lt/= '' cable spanning the 
dyer. It will range In hai0ht from 2 lust to 12 feat above 
the water. There will also be a 12" discharge line 
prolectlng from thesouth bank Ina no~herly direction. 
This closure Is In effect SEPTEM|ER :14. OC- 
TOBER 24, lt79. 
LORAM INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  a 
University of British 
Co lumbia  educat ion  
phrofessor Bald Saturday 
ere wi'.,l be a shortage' of 
qualified teachers in the 
early 1960s, 
Roy Bontl.ey, dean of the 
university's education 
faculty, said he is concerned 
because undergraduate 
enrolment has dropped 12 
per cent this year and he 
fears a backlash in the next 
few years as fewer teachers 
qualify for the profession. 
Bentley said many 
students are being 
frighteaed off by headlines 
saying there are too many 
teachers and that layoffs of 
teachers are imminent. 
"We have three teacher 
traisln~ institutions in B.C. 
but they do not produce more 
than half the teachers 
needed in the province," he 
said. "I would llke to know 
how many of the unemployed 
teachers are from outside 
B.C. and how many of them 
are unwilling to travel." 
Diane Walter, head of 
• teacher employment ser- 
vices, said the majority of 
these unemployed teachers 
is wlllinff to go anywhere in 
B,C. for work. 
"Although 16 of the 75 
school districts have 
oponin~s that we are aware 
of, most of them are in 
specia l ist  areas  such as 
learning assistance, im- 
paired hearing and 
nate~eriss harder to fill," 
che said. 
The drop in enrelment at 
UBC is not reflected at the 
University where the 
number of education us. 
dergraduates i running 
about he same as last year. 
seen  
search and rescue tree. 
slavers, television cameras 
and microwave samara. 
The NASA space shuWe 
may he wed to place SurSat 
in an 600.kilometre-hlgh 
hazards, selected human erbit, he aald. 
activities such as ex- Information from SurSat 
#oration in the North and would be transmitted to 
pollution in the oceans, ground stations at Resolute, 
The so lar -powered N.W.T., Prince Albert, 
satellite also will carry Sash., and Shoe Cove, Nfld. 
Judge said quite stable 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  from two major abdcminax 
Bars Ln.kin, chiof Justice of operations, was moved 
the Supreme Court of Friday so that more careful 
Canada, has been moved into moniim'~ of his condition 
intensive care at St. Paul's could be conducted. 
Hcspital, his doctor said 
Saturday. The 66-year-aid Judge's 
Dr. Rnas Sharp said condition was "quite 
Laskin, who is recovering stable", he said. 
I 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF COURT OF REVISION 
I !~ MUNICIPAL ELECTION 
VOTERS LIST 
The Court of Revision to hear complaints and to 
correct or revise the 1979 List of Electors will sit In the 
Council Chambers of the Terrace Municipal Building 
• at ten o'clock In the forenoon on Monday, October 1st, 
1979. 
A copy of the 1979 List of Elector= Is posted end Is 
available for vloolng at the Muntclpal Office, 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrece, B.C., during regular office hours (11:30 
s.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday). 
The Court of Revision may (e) oocrect tho names of 
the electors In Shy way wrongly stated therein; or {b} 
add the names of electors omitted from tha list; or (c} 
strike out the names of persons from fha list who ere 
, not entitled to vetoer who are dl~uallfled from voting; 
or (d) correct any Other manltost error therein; and 
(el add to the Ilot of electors the name of any per~n 
who was qualified to have his name entered on the Ilot 
of electors on the 31st day of August, 1979, and, for this 
purpou, an application for registration may be ac- 
cepted If clellverad to the Court of Revision at Its first 
sifting. 
All persons entitled to have thaw name entered on 
the list should check to dltermlne whether or not they 
have been omlffad or Incorrectly recorded. 
All ¢omptslnts hould be addressed to the Municipal 
Clerk, 3215 Eby Street, T~rsco, B.C., and be In hi| 
hands prior to the first sifting of tho Court. 
Further Information may be obtained by telephoning 
the Munlctpal Office at 635-6311. 
E.R. Hallser 
Clerk.Admlnistrator 
said. 
While Bentley concedes 
general figures for the 
province shoo a surplus of 
about 600 teachers, he said 
that doesn't mean they are 
suitable for specialized 
education or teaching in 
remote areas. 
.... The droi~:in enroimont at . . . . . .  
L~ means 35o fewer under- 
graduate ducation students 
this year, although the 
university's total enrelment 
has increased six per cont. 
"It's quite possible that in 
a few years we will have a 
shortage of teachers," he 
Spatsizi 
case 
dismissed 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
man who songht to stop 
hunting of caribou and 
moose in Spatelzi Plateau 
Wilderness Park has had his 
action dismissed in British 
Columbia Supreme Court 
Friday. 
Justice Harry McKay 
ruled that Jim Wright M 
Telkwa, B.C., had no slatus ' 
to brln~ the action in which 
Wright alleged that En- 
vironment Minister Rate 
Malr and Parks Minister 
Jim Chabot have failed to 
discharge their respon. 
sibilltiea for the 1.6-mlillon- 
acre park in B.C,'s northern 
Interior. 
The Judge upheld 
preliminary objections t~ 
Bill Pearee, counsel for 
two ministers, Who argued 
that Wright is a" member of, 
the public has no proprietary 
or pecuniary interests. 
NEW BLAZE 
AIRTIGHT HEATER 
-CONVAIR- 
, Uses thermo-tube, air-flow 
system 
, One load of wood can heat 
a home for hours 
* Save heating costs 
Heat-intensive CONVAIR 
heaters give efficient low-cost 
heating by picking up cold, ' 
floor air and heating it up 
through thermal tubes placed 
in the hot spotof the unit. 
Twice the heat in one heater 
--convection and radiant! 
Also features cooking surfaces 
and antique solid brass 
components. Top or rear " 
models for ease of installation. 
Order yours today. 
Send for comp/efe details... 
Blaze Industries of Canada. Ltd. 
50 Electronic Ave. 
Port Moody, B.C. V3H 2R8 
$ 
MAKE 3 LOHG DISTANCE CALLS 
FROM HOME AHD YOU MIGHT WIN: 
2 FIRJ'T CLAjrjI' TICKETS*TO 
AIR CAZ4AD r SUHHY 
CARIBBEAI40RAHYWHERE 
IH THE WORLD THEY FLY 
PLUS 
TRAVELLERJI' CHEQUE& . . . . . . .  
5 COUNT'EM 5 gETS OF PR.R.RIZEJr IN ALL, 
Talk about grand prizes, talk about anything, but start alking. 
You could end up anywhere you want in Air C  ' w0rl  
With $2000 in American Express Travellers 
Cheques to spend anyway you want. ~'i!~ 
All the r.r.rules, r.r.regulations and entry forms '~:!~iii~' ! 
are being included with your phone bill. Or ask for 
them at your local B.C.Tel office or Phone Mart. :(i~;~ 
Then pick up your phone. And play R.R. Ringo. ~:~:  !~!:: 
Contest runs September 21 to November 30. ~ 
.. 
6 
..... ..i / ~  ~ i  
TIlE LONG DISTANCE CONTEST !;" 
WITH THE LONG DISTANCE PR R RIZES. i 
B..C.. TEL 
*First Cla~ .nav~;Jable on some f l ights.  . ~ i.i,i.:)iii~.~:::i:~ii:i::'~ ~... . ,  ~ i~ i~ 
I i 
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I : COMMUNITY  :: : : : sERv icEs I  ' CLASS IF IED RATES LOCAL ONLY**  
20 words  o r  less  S2 .00  per  In .  
se r t lon .  Over  20  words  $ cents  
per  word .  
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
01.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made fOr only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7S cents plckup, 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
cents per agate llne. 
Minimum charge $5,00 per in- 
~rtlon. 
LEGAL * POLITICAL lad 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISINg: 
13.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On • 4 month basll only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other thee 
BUSINESSES WiTH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT, 
Service chirps Ot 13.00 on III 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided news sub. 
milled within one month. ~.00 
preductlon charge fOr wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without plcture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In ad. 
vance, 
CLASS IF IED AN: 
NOUNCEMENTS:  
B i r ths  
Engagements 
Marrlogea 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorlel Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
Clesslfle~ J~dverJJslno~Dopt. ....... valved. 
k 
I I I 
SUBSCRIPT ION RATES 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
E f f l c t lv l  
October  I ,  I t71  
S lng le  Copy  20(:  
By Carrler mth 3.00 
ay Carrler year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mail 6 mth 25.00 
By/~sll year 4S.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
B~'ltlsh Commonwealth end 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.63.57 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to claealfy ads under opproprlate 
headln0s and to set rates 
therefore and to determine paue 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
.for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replles on "Hold" In. 
structlons not picked up within 10 
clays of expiry at an ad- 
vertisement will b,e destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers ere requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. - 
It is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error eppserlng in the od. 
vertlsemant as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the 8dvertlslng space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
llablllty to any event greater 
than the amount pald for such 
advertlslng. 
Advertisements must comply 
wlth the Brltlsh ,Columblo 
Human Rlghts Act whlch 
5.50 prohibits any advertising that 
5.S0 discriminates against any 
5.s0 person 10ecsuse of his race, 
5.~0 rellglan, sex, color, netlonailty, 
S.50 ancestry or place of origln, or 
5,S0 pecause his age is between 44 
S,SO end 65years,unless the c~dltlon 
• Is lustlfled by • bona fide 
. requirement for the work In. 3;  BIRTHS. :" 
i] t 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m 
st St. Matthew's Angllceh 
Church basement. Phone 
63s-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthr ight for an 
a l ternat ive to abortion 
Phone 632.4a02 anyt ime 
REam 233, Nechako Centre 
Klflmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Klflmat: telephone 
dk12-5713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Mestlnga. O: 30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Mestlnga 9:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skesna Health Unit, 
Kitlmat General Hospital. 
AJ.Anon Meetings - Tuesday 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
34;:, F~OR RENTrl , :  
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, ,1907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Sllm Llne Club meets 
Monday evening -- 6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Klflmat 14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivera Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Iooklng for donatlona of any 
old, broken or used places of 
furntture, also any dlacarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycllng or renevatlng. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
0a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse - ~%%3907 
Wednesday 1 p .m. .  3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lies 635.3164, 
Carol 635.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donetlona of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, tOyS etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
wv lce  phone 635-5320 or 435- 
$233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 a.m. end 3 p.m 
Thank you. 
drJnl(lng problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
4354307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 : 3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of ovary month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyaltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrlHan con. 
sent for Immunize'lion. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. 6y appointment 
only. . 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Men. afternoon 1 
- 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Cooferences. 4 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/2 - 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. [)evelopmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
IVD" CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water  supplies and 
nuleances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearlng tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community  health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 208.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Phone 635.5636 Assegsment and planning for 
Alcoholics Ait~nymoNS ) those  eligible for Long Term 
MEETINGS: - '~  Care. 
Men. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Men. 8p .m.  • Alanon . 
Skesna Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 0:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
$2,000 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September 19, 1979. 
Small Bingo. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000 Bingo. 
For more Information 
phone:  
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 Gnelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1M4 
435.4908 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
4084311 
Women's Centre Is span. 
sorlng closed Women's A.A. 
Meetings --  Every Tuesday 
Night at 7:30 -- 4711 Lazelle 
Ave. 635-$145. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet eve~'y Tuesday night at 
0 in the Skeene Health Unit.- 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
- s support service 
for women - 
4711 Lasella Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
435.$145. 
Drop In: 10 am-6 pm Men.- 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
. Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Perentr 
(led by a slngls f*;ther), 3rtl 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays • 
Women's Night Out. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by  
consultant. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TU THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS ' 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANS PORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other act ivit ies,  please 
phone 635-224S and ask for 
Skeana Centre. See you there 
any time between 0 sm and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Verltas School Gym. 
(nc-240) 
The Terrace Art Assoclat Ion 
Is sponsoring an exhibit of 
~otogrephs of Plant Life of 
the Terrace-Klt lmat area 
Summer and Winter. Dates: 
Sept. 13. Oct. 15. Place: 
Terrace Public Library Arts 
Room. Open during Library 
hours. (nc.25s) 
Ter race  Homemakers  
Servlcea to have orientation 
course of tared In October (no 
charge). Dates to be an- 
haunted. All Interested 
persons and prospective 
homemakers please call 635. 
5135 to register and confirm 
vour Interest. (no2eS) 
Come and enjoy an evening 
of crib with Terrace Crib. 
bage League at Skeenavlew 
Lodge. Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at B p.m. 
(nc.205) 
Notice of Meeting 
'Ksen House Society 
Annual 
General Meeting 
October 3, 1979 
at 7:30 p.m. 
at 
Terrace Mental Health 
Ca~tre Conference 
Room 
44554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(NC-3o) 
Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church Is offednga splrltuel 
caurse for young people from 
seventeen to twenty- f ive 
years, called Jesus Invites 
Us to Love You. For more 
Information please contact 
'Bob Grace. 638-1227 or Slstsr 
Joseph Mary - 635.5435. (nc- 
.270) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
The Ladles Auxil iary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace, wish to 
Invite the public to par. 
flclpete In their semi.annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
Sept. 30, 1979, starting at 4 
pm at the Legion 
Aud i to r ium.  Everyone  
welcome. (no2eS) 
NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
convention Sept. 28, 29 and 30 
st Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of activities. For 
reservations please phone 
635.6801. 
Terrace K l t lmat  Forest 
Products Safety Conference 
9 a.m. Sat. Sept. 29 at 
Terrace Hotel. This con- 
ference Is held In conlunctlon 
.with the Northwest L~ggers 
Association Conventled. (nc- 
28S) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 af Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
The Terrace Art association 
will be holding their AN- 
NUAL  GENERAL 
MEETING, Thursday, Sept. 
27 at 7:30 In the Library Arts 
Room. Election of officers 
will be held end plans for the 
new season discussed. New 
and old members are Invited 
to attend. (nc.275) 
• Tom Tothl l l ,  from the 
Vancouver P lanetar ium,  
wil l  give a free Astronomy 
Presentation In Terrace, 
Sept. 27-  29, at Northwest 
Community College, and In  
Kltlmst, Oc h 1, 2 and 3. Pre- 
register for one evening by 
phoning 635.6511, local 238 or 
632.4766. 
Terrace reglstratlon for 
Nor thwest  Communi ty  
College programs takes 
place at Skeena Mal l ,  
Friday, Sept. 21 from Y • 9 pm 
and Sat., Sept. 22, from 11 
a .m. .  3 p.m. Check your 
Cont inu ing"  Educat ion  
Booklet or drop by and see 
what we offer. 
'Ear ly  Ch i ldhood 
Educat ion Conference.  
Films, displays, discussions. 
Sept. 20.2? at Northwest 
College In Terrace. Call 635- 
6511 local 238 for In. 
formation. (nc.28S) 
Terrace Curlers general 
meeting and registration for 
all curlers and leagues. 
Please attend, we need your  
vote on the raising of dues. 
Time 7:30 p.m. Thursdsy 
September 27 at the curling 
dnk. You may also register 
on Sunday September 30 2.4 
p.m. (p3-260) 
Terrace Art Association 
Monthly Picture Loan will be 
held Wednesday October 3rd 
In the Library Arts Room 
from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Pictures may be returned 
also from 1:30 . 3:00 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. 
Northern de LIOMs Co-op 
Monthly Members Meeting 
October 4.7: 30p.m. 
tobaheldat  he 
Senior Citizens Room 
of the Terrace Arena 
(nc.28s) 
Bahai Faith . for more in- 
formation please call 635- 
9705 or 635.1319 (nc.2k) 
Terrace Figure Skating Club 
will beholding a Garage Sale 
- September 29, 1979 . 1:00 
p.m. - 4:O0 p.m. 4806 Dairy 
Road. 
Donations great ly  ap. 
practated for pick up. Call 
Pat 635.2S39. 
(For further Information 
call Mary at 635-2146). 
(nc2es) 
Rebakah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 -  
Oddfellows Hall,  3222 
Munroe St. (nc.10N) 
Terrace Homemaker Seri 
vices will be offering a 
FREE lob orientation course 
October 3 t~October 31,1979. 
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Wed. 
nesday evenings at  
Skeenavlew Lodge, 4011 
Spark~. Registration 
cbadht:e • September 27, 
1979. Call 635-5135 (nc) 
Showing presently at the 
Kltlmat Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exot ic" ,  a prize.winning 
display of sea life of our" 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people and folks Interested In 
our nature and Its pleasing 
and esthetics1 aspect should 
not miss this exhibit during 
August and Sept. 
Museum hours: 12.5 except 
Sundays. (nc-20S) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL  BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc-14N) 
Saint Matthew's Anglican 
• Church Choir meets on 
Tuesday nights at 7:30 pm in 
the Church under the 
direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. 
All Welcome. Please phone 
635-5425 fo r  further In- 
formatlon~ (nc-20S) 
Salvatore and Karen 
Parrotte are pleased to 
announce the birth of their 
f irst child Santlno 
'chrlstepher. santlno was 
born on Sept. 1,1, 1979 and 
weighted 6 Ibs. 5 ounces. 
Both mother and baby doing 
fine. (cl.24s) 
Funeral services for.the late 
Jose Manuel Goncallvee who 
passed away recently were 
held Wed., Sept. 26, 1979. We 
wish to thank all persons who 
attended the funeral at The 
Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church and for al l  the 
flowers. We also wish to 
thank the staff at Mills 
/Vemorlal Hospital. 
From the Goncalves' 
Family 
(pi.240) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENTand SALES 
FLOOR 
Furn i tu re ,  appl iances, .  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small cars, motor. 
bikes, boats, motors or any. 
other Items In acceptable 
condition. * 
Terrace Auction Mart  • 
Corner of Lakelse & Apeley, 
635-5172. (ctfn-4-9-79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.S340 after 6. (am. 
10.08.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
435.7249 
(am-4.07.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD, 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(am.6-6.79) 
INSlSTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
~hml t ty ' t  Excavating 
635.3f~ 
fAm.&-~.791  
Terrains I Supervisor 
The position calls for an 
aggressive Individual to 
assume responsibilities of 
terminal  operation of 
trucklng.msrlM concern at 
Kltlmat, B.C. Applicants 
should have background In 
dock.shad-yard operation 
with emphasis on trucking, 
dispatch and control 
procedures and techniques. 
Some experience related to 
administrative Involvement 
In organizational planning 
would be en asset. Salary 
commensurate with ex. 
Nrlence and qualifications. 
Please reply to Box 1220 care 
of The Terrace-K l t lmat  
Dally Herald. 3212 Kalum 
• reet, Terrace, B.C. VaG 
4B4. All replies treated In 
cenfldence. 
(c2.250) 
BABYS ITTER 
HOUSEKEEPER 
REQUIRED 
Responsible person required 
to babysit from 0 a .m. .  4 
p.m. monday to friday. One 
child 3 years old and other 2 
In school. Some light 
housekeeping duties but 
main responsibilities will be 
to care for child. Good wage 
will be paid to proper per. 
son,with references. Call 
635.5327 after 6:00 p.m. (cS- 
~s) 
Mature woman for kitchen 
work needed. Also one 
counter girl for day or night 
shift. Full or part.time. 
Apply to Mrs. Cooper . 
Manager of Brownies Frlecl. 
Chicken or phone 635.6502 
(c5-280) 
T 
Mature end very reliable 
houeakeeper.bebysitter 
required to care for two 
small ch iMmn.  Must 
provide own tran- 
sportation. Excel lent 
sslary can be exlNH.'ted. 
Call s l ier  6 p.m. 6314203. 
(TFN4tf)  
MECHANICAL 
SUPERVISOI 
Roy Saunders 
(604) 758~19T/or 632-7115. 
Hauling Ltd. 
To take charge of all  
maintenance and rebuilding 
of logging trucks at Kltlmat. 
Responsibil it ies wi l l  In. 
cluda scheduling, hiring, and 
supervising shop crews, 
rebuilding off.highway and 
highway logging trucks and 
maintaining availability of 
operating trucks. Salary 
negotiable In S30,000 to 
$35,000 range. Relocation 
and housing assistance 
available. Thlslsa long term 
ful l . t ime position. Phone 
(604) 758.3917 or 632.7415. 
(c10.25S) I 
Program Director lob 
opening for Smlthers 
Friendship Centre. Send 
resume and application to 
Box 2920, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 
2NO. (c10.28S) 
Sales representat ive  
required for Mar ine.  
Trucking concern. 
Challenging position for 
career minded parson. 
Responsibil it ies Include: 
mrvlclng of customer ac. 
counts, equipment control, 
da lms  handling. Some 
travel l ing Involved. 
Automobile would be an 
asset, salary comensurate 
with experience. Apply to 
Box 375, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VBJ 3P9 (c5.21,24,26,28s,io) 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
, Phone 635.6454 or 635.6757. 
(ctfn-104-09-79) 
Wanted Part-t ime 
beekeeping accounting. 
/Vornlngs preferred In your 
office or !n my home. Phone 
635.3453 In am and ask for 
Pauline. (p2-250) 
22 ca. In. deep freeze WANTEDTOBUY--o ldcar  
(Zenith) only used one year. 
$400. No rust. Phone 635. 
3021. (c3-260) , 
One oll furnace and one 300 
gal. oll tank. Asking $250 
OBO Phone 635-3112 (cS-27s) 
1970 Honda 400 Hawk - $1800 
abe  2800km. Phone 632.5130 
after 5 p.m. (p3.260) 
20 gallon hot water tank for 
sale. Asking $35. Phone after 
5 638.1752 (c3.24s) 
Looking for Furniture? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the" Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4434 Lskelse 
Ave. ¢15.5173. (ctfn-7-9-79) 
CASH 
Am purchasing B'CRIC 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also 
sailing Suzuki dirt bike. OS. 
100. 1979 model. Practically 
new. Ph 635.4226. (c2O.SO) 
STORE FIXTURES 
FORSALE 
Phone during the day. 
43.5.6576 
(ctfn.13-9.79) 
and truck and cat batteries. 
Top prlce paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20- 
40) 
22' Flbregless boat. Fall 
canvas top. Deep V hull, 302 
Ford Inboard. 270 Volvo 
outdrlve. Complete with 
head. Prlcedtosell .  Contact 
~8-2567 (C5.25s) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 25 
ft. boat. Phone 635.4777. 
(cttn.4.9-79) 
Footlths Disease forces sale 
d '76 Sangster 10' boat. Coho 
model. Walk through wind- 
shield. Full canvas, sleeper 
seals. 450 hours. Well 
maintained since new. $6500. 
Phone 635.3744 or 635.6310 
(p3.250) 
161/2 foot Stsrcraft super- 
sport boat with 70 hp 
Evlnrude and 6 hp Evlnrude. 
Complete with EZ-Icad 
trailer. Excellent condition. 
Many extras. $5900 Phone 
632-2803 (c5.270) 
House for lease, 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace etc. To working 
couple no children,no pets, 
. . re ferences  
One 8 foot fl brag lass canopy. 
Asking $300. One wood 
heater. S75. Phone 635.2668 
(p3.25s) 
For Sale or Trade. 1966 Jeep 
Wagoneer with 2 wheel 
drive. $500. Also 110gal. Full 
oll tank with stand, 12x54 
steel t ra l l~  frame, approx. 
70' of green & brown trailer 
siding. Ph 635.7861. (p5.245) 
WANTED 
spot cash paid 
for you r old 
FURNITURE • GUNS' 
- JEWELLERY 
.. BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY - SELL - 
TRADE . DELIVER . 
Terrsca's Most Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy.  Sell 
Good Uised Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3210 Kslum Street 
Ph. 638-1613 
atfn-12-9.79) 
Mutorhome for rent. Sleeps 
6. Luxuriously equipped. 
Fully Insured. Book early 
for your wlnter holiday. 
Avai lab le  dal ly,  weekly, 
moat hi1/. Phone 632-2420 
((:20-11o) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Avai lable 
Oct. 19. Ph 636-1996. (p10. 
26S) 
I am collecting Canadian 
coins. If you have dimes, 
nickels or quarters.you have 
wanted to sell, now's your 
d~ance. Phone 638.1323. (p3. 
24s) 
200 plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Cerrusel, 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
1G0. (c20-20) 
requ l red ,  
avalleble Oct. 31, apply In 
writing to house P.O. Box 
334, Terrace. (p5.260) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. Frldge and stove. 
Located at 2713 South Eby. 
Phone after 3:30 635.2388 (p1- 
24s) 
Musical Instrument. Olds Will pay $20 for anyone 
Coronet. Make offer, hevlng a spare 1979 Skeena 
Peugeot bicycle 22:/2 In School annual. Phone 635. 
frame. Newly over hauled 5453 and ask for Frank. (pl. 
$110. Phone 635.2042 (p3.250) 240) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
ForSale. 1 brand new Roper winter  hol iday. Avai lable 
dshwasher. Phone 635.5096 da l ly ,  weekly,  monthly. 
after 6 p.m. (p3.2M) f',~,~a A~-2420. (C20-110) 
,1811 Straume. 4 bedroom 
home, 1176 sq. ft. Completely 
finished basement, bedroom, 
sauna, large laundry room, 
rec room, fireplace. Large 
lot, 9as heat . .  Priced low 
;q)'s. For more detail or to 
view phone 635.6055 after 
4:30 p.m. (p5.25s) 
N~odern 3 bedroom house for 
sale. Has fireplace, ensulte 
plumbing, close to schools. 
Phone 635-6438 after 6 p.m. 
(c5-28S) 
4011 Streams 
4 bedroom home, 1174 IKI ft. 
Complete ly  f in i shed  
basement, bedroom, sauna, 
large laudry room, rec morn, 
fireplace, Large lot Oos beat.' 
Priced low 70's. For mere 
detail or to view phone MS. 
6055 after 4:30 p.m. (p5450) 
FOR SALE 
BYOWNER 
3 bdrm. house hss 
f ireplace, no basement. 
Large lot 52x210 close to 
schools. Asking $45,000, 
For more Informat ion 
please call 
63a.1294 
(cffn-13-9-79) 
1974 3 BR Knight modular- 
home situated on 3/4 acre 
landscaped lot on Copperslde 
Subdivision. Has vegetable 
garden ,  g reenhouse ,  
smokehouse &.shed. Exc. 
condition. Please call after 5 
pm 635-3014 (ct f -14.9.79) 
Fo~ Sale: 4 bedroom house. 
Wall to wall carpet. Full 
basement al l  finished. 
Garage. Concrete driveway. 
On large, fully landscaped 
lot. To view phone 635.3845 
(p5.25s) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on msln. 
floor, located on large scenic 
Ioton Skeena St. Call 638.1121 
between 0.S pm Mon;.Fr. 
(c10-28S) 
I 52.  ~WANTED . T O. REN~T - . 
Wanted to rent . 2 or 3 
bedroom furnished home. 
Close totown or by overpass. 
Phone 635.7630 (c10.5o) 
WANTED 
TO RENT 
2 or 3 bdrm. house with 
basement End f ireplace 
preferred. Must be clean 
with 1 or 2 steps to front door. 
Call A.F. Williams at 567- 
4191 collect. (c2O.2SS) 
J 
House with garage required 
as soon as peeslble by couple 
with no children or pets. 
References available. Phone 
638-1803. (ctfn.4-9.793 
"For Rent: 900 sq. ft. on 2nd 
f loor . .  Air conditioned. 
Located et 4623 Lakelue Avs. 
Phone 635.2552. (ctfn-4-9-793 ' 
Warehouse or manufac. 
turlng space available Im- 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
Downtowh location. Phone 
635-7840. (ctfn-4-9.79) 
10 acres 01d Lakelse Lake 
Road. Near Williams Creek. 
$38,000 Phone 635-7950 or 635- 
537O (ps.26S) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., I 
mlle off Hwy. 16. Llghtly 
treed. 111 miles from 
Houston. 2 mlles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. traller. Asklng 
$51,S00. For more In. 
formation contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 1,18 
Toplay, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Glbe0n 
Terrace, B.C. 
630.~/5 
(nc-affl 
LOT FOR SALE: Exc. laroe 
lot on 4516 Cedar Cresc. Ideal 
residential ares with 
potential view. $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn-14-9. 
For Sale - Fully equlpad 
local convenience store with 
living accommodations. 
Store does a good year-round 
turnover. For further In. 
formation contact Box 1214 
,,,re of the Terrace-Kltlmat 
Dally Herald or phone 635. 
3971 (CTFN) 
Impaired driver must sell 
1975 GMC Sierra 4x4. 8 track 
stereo. Good condition. 
Asking $4450. Will accept 
h'ade. 1969 Buick Skylark, 2 
:~ door h.t. Good condltlon,~ 
asking $1,000. 1972 Dodge 
Folara, 2 door h.t., 8 track 
tape deck, new pelnt end 
tires, trans, mechanic 
special $900. Will take trade 
for workable truck. This car 
is worth $2,000. Phone 638. 
1764or see at'4Sl0 Park. (c5- 
2m) 
1970 Plymouth Fury. Ex- 
cellent condition. P.B., P.S. 
less than 20,000 miles 04500 
Phone 635.9612 or view at 
2508 Braun. • (pS.2~s) 
1977 Chrysler Newport. 
Fully equipped with most 
opflons. New Michelars. 
Only 21,000 miles. Asking 
$7,$00 OBO. Phone 632.2425 
or 632.5355 (c5-2~) 
1969 Chevelle, Good Year 
fires on CDN rlmL 11 to 1 
pistons. 650 Holly carbs. 
NOw clutch end pressure 
plate. Well maintained with 
many more extras. Phone 
63~.1427 or 635.5600 (c10-5o) 
'76 Gran Torlno, p.e., p.b., 
air cond. Induces winter 
redlalL Low mileage. 
Asking $4,0~0 firm. Phone 
790.2421 (pS-270) 
1969 Ford XL-500, 4 door 
auto, In good running con. 
dtlon. $500 Phone 635.4790 
(ps.~ss) 
For Sale: 1964 Ford Falcon, 
good runnlng condltlon. 
Asklng S350 Phone 638.1886 
q05.2603 
1970 2.dr. Datsun 4 epd. $250 
FIRM. Phone 635.2154 or 635- 
7144. Ask for Mike. (cffn.sff) 
V.W. station wagon. New 
onglne. Body In exc. cond. 
Snow tlret. $179S. Ph 632.7718 
or 632.6476. (c6-22S) 
Use 
Class i f ieds  
318 V8 auto trans., low miles 
$3.1(]0. Phone 635-4730 (p5. 
2403 
For Sels 1977 Dodge Club 
cab 4X4. ;7,000 kilometers. ~ r i l e 'one  
too. Ph ~18.M43. (c20-10) 
'For Sale: 1976 Cherokee 
wide track, air cmdltlonlng. 
Phone &lB.137e (p5.260) 
1We Ford F250 4X4 350 va. 
P$~ PB compl~te wlth 
canopy, 23..chennel 0 track' 
rape player. Evenings please 
call 635.7517. (~fn.4-9.79' 
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Brand Vancouver Indians go to court 
new 1W9 250 Forci. VANCOUVER (CP) -- The below the market value. The origlnallnhabilanteofwhat condltinns, thefed~alvoto, couver office handled the not through handouts or 
Idckup 4x4. Free wheeling Mmqueam Indian xl~.nd in band says its losses over the is now. known as Greater ' "Before 1960/the lives of entire deal. subsidies from senior hubs. 350 engine. Heavy duty suspension. P.s., pJ~. the 1960s was "a small, con- 75.year lease could total 140 Vacouver: Mmqueam was the Munqueam people, as of Kew said that members of governmente, but by dewl- 
Phone 847.9534 (C5.27s) asrvatlve Indian society; oc- million. cupying a special niche n The golf club, including all the name of the largest all registered Indiana, were the Muaqueam band set out oping and leuing their own 
village in the district and directed by legislation and in the 1950s to improve their land. 
1972 Ford 4x4 F.100. $1500. the ~ge of the modern its greens .and palatial was strategically located at an executive system created place.in society and did so, The trial continues. _ 
Ph ~.4.~I. (cffn-17.9.79) world,"-- but times have clubhouse, sits on reserve the entrance to the north by governments which In- ~ ~ 
changed, land, It .had to receive arm of the Fraser River, on diana had no part in elec- ~ / 
1975 GMC customized van. As landlords of some of special permission to serve the tract of land now ring," he said. •. | P.S., P.B., lots of extras. Canada's most valuable real liquor, which is forbidden'on designated Musqueam In- "Underhyin8 this was the . British Columbia 
reserve land under the In- dian Reserve No. 2. assumption that Indians Buildings Corporation Must be seer, ;o be ap. estate, band members have 
predated. Phone 63.5.2104 or. eschewed the protest drums dian Act. From a populaUonof about were incapable of managing 
635.7144.Customlnterlorand; favored by their more Three jusUce department 1,000 observed by Simon their own affairs and that Invitat ion toTender  
exterior paint lob. Ask for' militant brothers and lawyers, led by Gunner Fraser in l~ ,  Kew said, the government's role chould be 
Mlke. (nc.sff) retained the se~lces of a Eggertson, form the band was decimated by to look after them and, in SEALEDTENDERS, marked lNSTALL NEW CHAIN 
Vancouver law firm which government's front line in introduced diseases to less fact, treat them as wards or LINK FENCE, HIOHWAYS COMPLEX, TATOOOA 
has such corporate gianhs as the courtroom battle. Behind than 500 in 1900. children." LAKE, B.C." will be reeslved up to 3:00 p.m. October 
MacMillan Bloedel among them ar~ four assistants, By1871, theMunqueamre- Forexample, whenapisee 3,1Wg, aedthoseavallal:leatthsttlmewlllbeepened 
its clients to prepent heir backed by stacks of card- serve had been established, of " reserve land was In publlc at 4827 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C, V0G IK7. 
damage suitduringtheweck board boxes containing and when the federal surrendered and leased, the 
12x56 Norwestern M.H. in the Federal Court of weighty.files, government  assumed superintendent i  his Van-  "Tender documents may be obtalned at the above ed- 
unfurnished with 10x12' Canada. As Eggertson and hla responsibility for Indlan dress. 
finished Ioey shack. Good cond, Reasonably priced. The damage ouit, expectnd trool~ rally to defend the affairs in1871, Indlanagenta 1 
Phone 635-$539 (p5.~s) to involve a five-week trial, government's position from or superintendents began to ~ i B J ~  Tenders may be vlewed at Amalgem~'~d ¢onstructkm 
is the first Canadian case in attack by lawyer Marvin play a key a le  in the vll- Asseclellan,267S Oak Stront, Vancoover, B.C.~ Bulktey 
For Sale: 12x63' 2 bedroom which an Indian band has Storrow and his Lwo ]age's life..3 Valley - Lake~ Dlstdd Cenetrucflon Asse¢latkm, 4124 
assistants, official depart- Despite their continued Railway Avenue, Smltbers, B.C./ Prince Rupert 
mobile home with extension taken the federal govern- meat messengers con- contact with white society, ' NOTICE OF SALE  Construction Aseocistlon, No.2.3~1 Third Avenue West, meat to court for In IivinB room, Ioey shack, mismanaging the band's af. "tinually arrive in the by 1960 the Musqueam Prince Rup/~'t, B.C,~ Prlnca George Con~'~qlm 
furnished or unfumlshed, courtroom with more population i cludnd virtually OffeFa In a SEALED Assodeflon, 3851. lsthAuenue, Prlnue Oncrge, B.C.; fairs. " ' ~erlous Inquiries please. The hand says federal off|- Rovemment files, no one with work experience EN V E LOP E clearly Terrace. Kltlmat Constmctkm ~umo¢laflon, 4931 KeNh. 
Phone 630.1844 (ps.2Ss) ' marked SEALED TEN- Avonus, Terrace, B.C. ciais "failed to exercise the T h r o u g h 0 u t t h e or skills in such fields as 
commerce, accounting or PER NO. 4150.79.034 wlll 
1974 12x683 bedroom.Estate degree of care, stewardship proceed ings ,  Delber t  husinese management, be received until noon, 3 Tenderamustbefiledontheformsprovlded, lnuealnd, 
Deluxe. Set up and skirted In and prudent management Guerln, elected band chief, "It was a smell, con-  October 1979, by Mr. P.W. clearly marked envelopes. 
SunnyHIIITrallercourtwlth required of a trustee in andotherbandmembereslt servative Indian society, Dawson, Manager- 
8x10 insulated porch, 8x25 administration of trust listening intently. Unlike occupying a special niche on Purchases and Materials, . Enclulrles may be dlreded to the Building Manager, 
veranda and work and assets." their ancestors who fished the edge of the modem Canadian Nat ional  ICL. Eastman,41~TKelthAvenue, Terrece, B.C. V3G 
storage shed. Nlca lawn and Specifically, the band says and hunted in the area now world," he said. IK7, telephone 611-1191 or Tedmlcal Servlc~ 
three flower beds. Phone 635. that Ottawa, because of known as Greater Van- Railways, 20th Floor 
misrepresentations by Its couver, they are shrewd real Kew said the.services of 10004-104 Avenue, Ed- Manager, Mr. C.W. Wolf, 2275 Qulnn Street, Prince 
,098 (p10-20) own Indian agents, per- estate people, the Vancouver water monton, Alberta, TSJ 01(2, George, B.C. V2N 2X4, telephone 5L14131. 
For Sale: 12x56foot Kni;ht snadnd the Muaqueams in telephone, were not removal from Railway ~ f 1957 to surrender 102 of its The band's historical system, and hydro and for the purchase and 
trailer on'large lot 115x150 416 acres of reserve land in background was outlined in avallable on the reserve until Froparty of the followl~9 
foot. For further Info please southwest Vancouver. court by Dr. J. E. Kew, an the ]ate 19400. I)cated In Terrace, B.C. 
call 635-$~96or view at 3560 associate professor of an- He noted that B.C, tookthe ' 
Newell Avenue. (p20.18o) The Indians say that the thropology at the University lead in gran~g Indians W/4 Ford F250 Serial No. 
surrendered land wan leased of British Columbia. voting rights in 1949, but it . 
3 bdrm. trsller 12x61 plus by Ottawa in 1958 to the Kew said the people of the wae not until 1960 that 1428.74~25YRT40401' Unit No. British Columbia 
ex40 [any shack. Finished. Shaughnessy Golf and Musqueam band are the registered Indians were ~ Buildings Corporation 
Asking $7,500 aBe. Ph 635- Country Club at a rent /ar main descendents of the granted , without s;Yeclal Terms of sale will be fob Invitat ion to Tender 
5261forapp olntmenttovlew. ~.m-  .m "ae Is, whore Is". Suc- 
" ' " ° '  a 'anu--e cu---" cuts  see  , , ,~  bidder will be SEALED TENDERS, marked'CONSTRUCT EX- 
raqulredtomakepeyment TENSION OF SNOW ROOF OVER OFFICE 
• For Sale: 1978 14x70 Manco In full Immediately upon  TRAILER, CASSIAR, B,C/'wlllherecelvedupto3:00 
mobile home, unfurnlshed, the provinces worried mtlflcatlonof acceptance p.m.Octoher3rd, 1979.endthoseavall,teatthattlme set up and skirted in local of offer and prior to wlllbeopefledlnpubllcat4027KelthAvenue, Terrece, 
trailer park. Phone 635.9736. removal. Unit to he B.C. VaG lYO. 
{Fife-4-9-79) . removed wlthln five (5) 
WINNIPEG ' (CP) --  minister of Engllah-I Minister Doug Mckrthur is days of consummation of Tender documents may be obtained at the above ed. ~,  RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
Canada 's  educat ion  language ducation in New ~also concerned that the sale. (tess. 
ministers are worried about .Brunswick, said that federal government intends 
• Ottawa's plans to reduce province has made good to reduce sepport for second- Forappolntmenttovlew TendersmaybevlewedatAmalgamatedConstructlon 
1979 25' travel trailer. Air financial support for second- progress in language language and immersion contact J. Basaraba Aseodation,~l$ ask StnHIt, Vancouver, B.C.i Buikley 
conditioning. Sleeps 8. language instruclloh, and .teaching, with a substantial programs, 10 years after the. telephone 635-5550. Valley, Lakes District Construction Assa¢iation, 4124 
Excellent condition. Like today they begin a two-day rise over the lAst three years passage of the Official Railway Avenue, SmltMrs, B.C./ Prlnue Rupert 
new. Phone635-462$(ps.2ds] annual meeting to deal with in the number of French Languages Act. Bid deposits are no Consfructlan Assedatlen, No. :1-212 Third Avenue 
the problem, immersion students, McA~,hur said.he would required. Highest or any West, Prince Rupert, B.C.; Prince George Con. 
8' Camperefl~ Excellent Dr. Retie Stephensen, On- Malmbergssidthequallty like to see changes in- offer not necessarily stnJctlon Association, 3151 • IMh Avenue, Prince 
tend. $600. 01/2 hp Johnson leto's minister of education of French teaching has troducod to help students accepted. Bidder's name,  George, B.C.; Terrace • Kit lmt Construction 
postal address and Asendatlon, 4931-Kelth Avenue, TRace, B.C.' ~ h~,.rd$300. 1977Yamaha and chairman of the Council improved. More studenis are who do not qualify for ~.~$4/$. Phone 635-7869 of Ministers. of Education,. taking French as a second aqsistance programs be- telephone'number must be 
(p2-246) said she has raised the ~ue language 10ut"still not to the cause they take classes part. dearlY printed on offer Tenders must I~ flied on'the forms prBvl~ed;ln'mfed, ~': 
with the federal government, extent we would like to see." time. submlHed, clearly marked envelopes. 
6' Scamper travel trainer. The council, which made Quebec • Educat ion  Nova Scotia, Prince Ed- 
Excel lent condition, no progress on the issue last Minister Jacques-Yvan ward Island, Manitoba and P.W. DAWSON Enquiries 'may be directed to the Building Manager, 
• Electric water system, year with the previous Morin said Quebec hopes Alberta want more federal Manager-Purchases and K.L. Eastman, 4'n7 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
Portable toilet, frldge, Liberal government, hopes that t he federal government funds for second.language Materials 1K7, telephone 631.1191 or Technical Services. 
awning etc. $3500. Phone for a better esponse from will be more flexible than its education. Nmnsger, Mr. C.W. Wolf, 2275 Qulnn Street, Prince 
615-3744 or 635-6310 (p3.250) the Progressive Con- predecessor on second- , George, B.C. V2N 2X4, telsphone 5634131. 
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Boat People: 
Stormy Issue 
By J~,::;gail Van Buren 
c~i 1919 , . r , cago  Tlibune.N.Y. News Syn0. Inc. 
DEAR READERS: AMERICA FIRST wrote to say that 
we in the United States were foolish fo~ taking in the "boat 
people." I disagreed. 
Judging from the passionate r sponse from my readers, 1
touched araw nerve in a very nervous nation. My mail has 
been running roughly 200-to-1 in favor of AMERICA 
FIRST. 
Some typical excerpts: 
"Overpopulating is the basic cause of all the world's 
problems. Overbreeding Europeans took over America 
from the Indians. Are wo going to let overbreeding Asiatics 
take over our country? We should help them only if they 
agree to be sterilizedf 
MT. CRAWFORD, W. VA." 
"The immigrants who came here from other countries 
made this country great. Are we to deny others the came 
chance our forefathers had? By God, l hope notl If there's 
room in the heart, there's room in the landl 
A.VOICE FB.OM UTAH" 
"I am sick to my stomach seeing our Navy plane; 'and 
ships wasting our taxpayers' money searching forboat 
people. 
We welcomed the Europeans who have similar lifestyles, 
but let the Chinese go where they can eat raw fish, rice, ride 
bicycles, live 20 in a room and smoke opium! 
EL PASO, TEXAS" 
"i have as much compassion as you concerning tho 
refugees from Vietnam, but why must the United States 
take in as many as we can rescue? Some other countries 
have taken in a token few, hut they are too practical to act 
as emotionally as we. 
KAILUA, HAWAII" 
"Now it is fashionable to open up our country to Viet- 
namese who are bringing more diseases with them thu  we 
have cures for. ! think it's a Communist plot to destroy this 
country! 
SRELBYVILLE, IND." 
"If AMERICA FIRST had suffered one half the misery 
we in Holland had to endure at the hands of the Nazis, ho 
would open his heart to the poor homeless boat people. !
thank God evfry, day.for the generosity ofAmerica. 
. .. GRATEFUL IN SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF." 
"The boat people have hit this country like flies, an~ we 
are paying for the cost of transportation, fo~d and shelterl 
People nay we have plenty of room in our country for them. ! 
say, 'Baloneyl' Why not send them to an unpopulated area 
like Alaska? 
IRATE IN N.Y.C." 
t~ A • . . . smstmg the boat people as hke the motorist who stops 
to pick up u attractive hitchhiker, only to have the hus- 
band, half a dozen kids, and aunts and uncles oozing out of 
the bushes for the ride, I'm with AMERICA FIRST; 1 
haven't changed my name or my nose, and I am not anti- 
anything. Sign me . . .  
PRO-WASP IN K.C., MO." 
"I am a native San Franciscan, employed as a teacher in a. 
city high school. I've seen hundreds of Asian-born students 
and know their families. As a rule, refugees from Burma, 
Cambodia, Vietnam, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea do not 
demand welfare, food stamps or special privileges. They are 
good workers, good students, good citizenn and good 
neighbors. 
FOR THE REFUGEES" 
i 
"ur''i'i'u" t C.OSSWO.O [ .o ,o ,<o, .  
Frances Drake~ i . 
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ACROSS 39 School of 58 Actress 8 Unsettled 
ARIES 
(Mar. ~-1 to Apr. 19)T#l"~ 
You may be troubled about 
a work situation,, but talks 
with loved ones give you a new 
perspective. Evening brings 
support from others. 
TAURUS ~ ,  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A loved one shares with you 
some private thoughts and 
this should relieve any doubts 
you have about the 
relationship. Work goes well. 
GEMINI D ~  
(May 21 to Juno 20) 
Don't get upset about 
household tasks, children and 
loved ones will help you out. 
Save time from creative work 
and hobbies. 
CANCER, 
'(June 21 to July 29.) 01~ 
H you're not in the mood to" 
go out, invite others to your 
place. Consider investments 
in real estate. Happiness on 
the home front.. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) O6~'~ 
Don't keep troubles to 
yourself. Talking things •over 
with loved ones relieves 
tension with joy. Keep in touch 
with relatives. 
m% (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You're thinking may be in a 
rut, until later you come up 
with some new moneymaking 
ideas. Creative work has 
financial potential. 
HBRA 
(Sept. = to Oct. 21).rl,,& i b,_ v,,~ 
Handle financial matters 
personally. Charm and 
friendliness are your allies 
now. Your manner attracts to 
you new opportunity. 
sco~,o m,J~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You may not wish to fulfill a 
social obligation. Chances are 
your hunch is right. Spending 
private moments with a loved 
one satisfies. 
SAGITrARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
You may have dlficulty 
completing a task or be 
worried about a career 
matter. Friends will get you 
out of yourself. Be sociable. 
CAPRICORN .~ j~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You may feel awkward at a 
social aituation. Give it a 
chance though, and you'll soon 
be in the swim of things. Time 
to unwind. 
AQUARIUS ~,~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. lS) 
Doubts about a career 
matter will be alleviated if you 
seek the proper adviser. 
Publishing, education, and 
travel are favorably accented. 
P~=s X~ 
• (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Not a time to get something 
for nothing. Counselors will 
cooperate once they learn 
you're not seeking free advice. 
Fair is fair. 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
l Talk back 
5 Sal, for one 
8 Merganser 
12 Oriental 
governess 
13 Creek 
14 Tuber 
15 Pierre's 
girlfriend 
16 Actress 
MacGraw 
17 Vague phrase 
18 Squirrel, 
for one 
ill Closed, as 
a battle 
ZZ From head 
to- -  
23 Hesitant 
sounds 
24 Obscu:es 
Z~ Charon 
Wall one 
3z Parsnghisn 
33 Indian 
3~Cltyin 
Oklahoma 
35 Street 
• openings 
38 Snick's 
partner 
seals Diana 
40 A draw 57 Marry 
4ZKltchen 58 Within: 
items comb. form 
45 Stag DOWN 
feature 1 Region near 
49 American Lorraine 
inventor 2 Shot and 
50 Real estate shells, for 
unit short 
5Z Actor 3 Expressed 
Franchot verbally 
53 Soviet city 4 Linens 
54 Solemn S Appreciative 
wonder S Feel poorly 
~5 Redined 7 Secular 
Avg. solution time: 23 man. 
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1.26 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
9 Crack shot 
10 Scottish 
Gaelic 
11 Elm, 
for one 
19 Response 
21 Pronoun 
24 Block 
25 Gershwin 
ill Collective 
work force 
ill Nice season 
29 Told again 
30 Summer 
drink 
31 Scottish 
refusal 
M Huts 
37 Poem 
38 Colonize 
41 Elected 
4Z Not barefoot 
43 Toreador's 
challenger 
44 Cole -- 
43 Bank trans- 
action 
47 Wife of 
Geraint 
48 Nevada city 
$1Be in debt 
"L, .,ZZ 
'wl gol seven now fllllngl o 
l . . . . .  l l 
I 2 3 
12 
18 
NNN 
~4 25 26 
32 
35 
42 43 
49 
By Euge~ $t~ffer 
II W. 
NP°PI 
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3O 31 W2, 128 12 , 
36 M38 
 14,1 
m52 . 
54 M55 
34 
CRYPTOQUW 
WMS ' JMHIAME WAS YUTAYG LTOE-  
GS OJ  IGMV TL LTOH VMIYU 
Yesterday's Cryptequlp -- CRACK GYMNAST WANTS TO 
WORK OUT IN GYMNASIUM. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: H equals R 
q~he Cop/equip is a simple substitution cllpi~r in which each 
letter uaed stands for another. If yon think that X equals O, it 
will equal o tl~o. nghout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating ' 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
ii ' " r/17~-.tlll / ~ PITY YOU 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
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the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker ,and Johnny Hart 
~ PI~EP/~R THAN 
, 
/, ~,4'kw~7, ',~ ill 71] 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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